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Oh captain, my captain. Some .,,, •
tion whether university officials should
make political statements at all, especially on funding question like the 1 Percent Initiative. But not
us. Everyone gets money or services from the government at some point. That shouldn't make them
politically mute. We applaud Ruch stepping into
the ring on Prop One which, if passed, would greatly affect the students of BSU. It's nice to have a
president who's concerned about the students, not
just a good parking place and a check.

Sports
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President Ruch.
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RageAgainst the Machine shakes up
the Old Pen.
_____

Instead of debating the ethics of condams and drafting warm and fuzzy legislation on issues wa beyond their jurisdiction, they organized a student rally to protest cuts in
student financial aid. The rally, at the least, got
some press coverage and woke some students up 10
the very real threat of big time aid cuts. Leadership
like this is needed to get students to vote, so politicians will have to start caring about education
again ..
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How Bronco Football lost to Eastern
Washington.

Student Programs

If you have time, take a break from
.•
university labors for some education-the
~
fall lecture series that is. Included in the
intellectual smorgasbord are debates on the Stop
the Shipments Initiative and the 1 Percent
Initiative. Pick up a schedule at the info booth-the
perfect solution for a cheap date.

BSU Garden Gurus.
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Plants grow with watering, cement
and 10 speeds do not-try sprinkling the
grass instead of the bike racks.

Shedding its reputation as a liberal
rah-rah paper by pointing a bipartisan fin-

ger at ex-Senator Steve Symms,
Republican, and Carol Mosely-Braun, ultra-liberal
Democrat from Illinois, for their support of the
Nigerian government. Both are apologists for a brutal military dictatorship where freedom of speech is
synonymous with freedom to die. Symms has
become the very kind of lobbyist scum he once
denounced, and doesn't even deserve his own down
arrow.
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Board.
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Bronco Stadium
. Construction.
Construction stopped to save money.
Not starting would have saved more and
left students with additional parking spaces.
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1910 Universify Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725

Phone - (208) 345-8204 Fax_- (208) 385-3839
(-mail- orbiter@c1oven.idbsu.edu
Sports: Sporfs@c1aven.idbsu.edu
News: News@daven.idbsu.edu
Letters to the Editor: Arbifer@c1aven.idbsu.edu
Arts and Entertainment: Fuel@c1aven.idbsu.edu

ARBITER DIIlD
For back isslJesvisit us at:
. http://www.idbsu.edu/arbiter/intro.html

The Arbiter is the official student newspaper of Boise State University. Its mission is to provide a
forum for the discussion of issues impacting the compus and the community. The Arbiter's budget
consists of fees paid by students of BSUand advertising sales. The paper is distributed to the compus
and community on Wednesdays during the school year. The first copy is free. Additional copies cost
$1 each, payable at The Arbiter offices.
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lOITER of the week
This week's 'Biters of the Week are Jonathon Smith (again), who patienlly designed the paper while repressing urges
to puke, and John Tone, who worked extra long hours due to dysfunction with our Nikon negative scanner (trust us,
don't buy a Nikon scanner). The Section of the Week is The Abiter Online, which always looks spunky. Thanks Mike
Moore!
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by TJ. Thomson
.. I was probably 13 when I decided pol11Icswas for me. Something about the
presidential election in 1988 grabbed and
pulled me in. I was young and had no
idea how to get involved, so, on my own,
I m.ade about 100 flyers by hand and
delivered them door-to-door for Mike
I?ukakis. Since then I have devoted my
life to public service. I feel it's the best
way to contribute to the future of
America (not to mention it's fun!).
The term "politics" is usually frowned
upon and politicians fall under harsh critic.ism by the public. But during my recent
trip to the Democratic National
Convention in Chicago, I learned something I had always hoped was true: politicians really do care about the job they are
doing and the lives they affect. I sensed it
in the way people spoke to me, and in the
speeches they made. I was delighted to
find it wasn't all just a big show-these
people really are trying to make a differ-

ASBSU Views

A BSU student in conventionland
ence!
I have always considered myself an
issue-oriented person-s-considering every
option before a decision- but favoring
the Democrats. I enjoyed attending the
convention as an Idaho delegate. It taught
me a great deal about the political process
and mirrored student body politics right
here on campus.
ASBSU, like our federal government,
is also trying to make a difference.
"Students working for students," is our
motto, and during my service as a BSU
senator, never has one person strayed
from this creed.
One clement I really love about the
political environment here on campus is
our commitment to non-partisan politics.
It doesn't matter if you are Democrat,

Republican, or Independent; we strive to
help the students with every action we
take. Parties have no meaning once we
are elected.
Although I did not have the opportunity to meet Bill Clinton, I did meet and
speak with a long-time idol of mine,
Mike Dukakis. He was friendly and
advised me to "Stay involved". That
event was the highlight of my time in
Chicago. Also enjoyable was the moment
everybody in the United Center (about
30,000 people!) danced and sang as the
macarina blared tbrough the speakers,
proving just how lively and down-toearth the Democratic Party is.
One issue I focused on during the convention was education. I wanted to find
out exactly what our president has done

and is going to do for us in the future.
After listening to him speak and reviewing his accomplishments, Bill Clinton has
clearly earned the coveted mantle of
"Education President." Under his administration 800,000 more Pell Grants were
given than in previous years, direct lending was created-which
lowered interest
rates on loans and saved tax payers $6.8
billion-and a National Service enabling
thousands of people to attend col1ege
through community service was implemented. And the list goes on. His proposals for the future are even better.
Hopefully he'll get the chance to try
them.
I encourage everyone to get involved!
I can guarantee it's an amazing experience you will never forget.
If you have a concern about anything,
or if you simply want to talk 'with me
about the convention, please feel free to
stop by the senate offices anytime, or call
me at 385-3338. I am currently focusing
on a solution to the parking problem and
extending our Thanksgiving break.

tisers creatively spin the 1992 Clinton

Like everything else we do and say, a
slogan reveals what we think and how we
see ourselves.
Some marketing moguls have exhorted their brethren to stick a reminder on
walls or refrigerators that their work centers around one idea: "The customer is
king." A brief acquaintance with the
world of advertising gives one the
impression everybody involved is either
trying to convince himself this is true, or
is already converted.
A little undergraduate logic: if person
A wants to sell a product to person B,
obviously the means of selling said product will nave their genesis in the mind of
the seller. Even customer B's mannerisms will be absorbed into A's mind, and
referenced to A's past eXp'eriences and
current life-situation. Isn t this correct?
Customer B might, for example, have a
pierced navel. Seller A, if he has a
pierced navel, might approach customer
B differently now. (Do men ever pierce
their bellies'?)
So an individual tries to sell something; he tries to get somebody to purchase that product whether or not it is
needed. A rather cold situation, since
inevitably the commodity will be sold

The customer
as King Sucker
using tactics of persuasion; a customer is
going to be lured into buying something
he really doesn't need and, deep down,
probably doesn't even want. I refer here
to Thoureau's four essentials: food, clothing, shelter, and fuel. Anything else
(except family and friends) is a hindrance.
Why then, do we have this odious
phrase "The customer is king"? I think
ItS surface humility indicates the shame
advertisers feel when doing their job. The
more they cheat someone out of their
higher faculties, the lower they feel. And
what better way to excuse oneself than by
sayInp-' not "The customer ISa Clueless
dolt,' but "The customer is king"?
In businesswriting, Janet and Esther
Winter believe, "Whereas once writing
(in advertising) was judged on whether it
accurately expressed the writer's rnes-

sage. Today it is judged by its effect on
the customer." The.one judging the effect
on the customer will not be the customer,
who may be too dazed to think, let alone
judge for him or herself. Rather, someone whoprofits from dazing consumers
decides. This person must be a marketer,
perhaps himself dazed. Marketers target
otehrs and make them unhappy because
they don't have the c1earsightedness to
see what they're doing. It's hardly surprising the Winters, on discussing a
course for advertising writers, note the
likelihood that those who take their class
may not be highly literate. Number seven
of their nine steps to good business ~rammar is, "Reading improves writing.'
A U.S. computer firm deemed 1991
"The Year of the Customer." No doubt
this tag developed through profits of millions (billions") of dollars. Some adver-

.

campaign line "It s the economy, stupid!"

into the marketing self-admonishment,
"It's the customer, stupid!" Phrases like
"It's the salesman, stupid!" are inconceivable, as they represent a direct contradiction of the actual state of affairs.
My guess is that not too many people
feel gratitude towards Ultimate
Electronics after purchasing their
Macintoshes. Customers did not call1991
"The Year of the Customer". Only in .
anger, as when yapping to customer serv!ce, are they. likely to believe they are
king of anything,
.
Marketing guru Winston Fletcher
emphasizes the imJ?9rtance of "zest,
youth, and vitality in advertising personnel, and de-emphasizes the importance of
experience. What is there to be zestful
about? Conning customers? Getting them
to buy Abercrombe and Fitch jeans by
making them wish they were the marvelously handsome idols in the ads?
There is a growing recognition that the
enthusiasm is in the service of an unkindness. Experience and ethics become irrelevant. As incoming advertisng execs
beome increasingly zestful, perhaps
someday soon we will hear phrases
among marketers along the lines of, "I
love you, customer, and I really care for
you deeply."

How did old Doc.
Withers get off?

Coca, cocoa
and bloodmoney

OK ...you guys are looking for the opinions of students.
Here is a question for all of us to ponder regarding
Didja hear the latest? The feds are planning to ban chocolate.
What's that, you ask? Who says so? Jyl Hoyt, a journalist living in
Peru. In her recent essay ("Foreign Perspectives", Sep 4) she writes
" ... the U.S. and United Nations policy ...calls for eliminating cocoa
leaf production."
Nineteen times in her essay she wrote "cocoa" instead of "coca".
As a journalist she should realize coca is a South American shrub,
whose leaves produce cocaine. Cocoa, however, comes from the
cacao tree, a tropical American tree. I've heard of smoking bananas,
but snortingGoobers? Come on!
This vocabulary error isn't the only flaw in Ms. Hoyt's piece.
She's so intent on understanding the difference between Andean and
western culture that she missed the point of international drug politics. The problem of coca leaf production doesn't lie, as she claims,
"with cocaine and crack users in the U.S. and Europe ..." It's that, as
long as they were well paid by drug dealers, the campesinos were
indifferent to the final use of their product. I'd say that if the coca
leaf is " ...vilified in European and North American cultures", the
Andean peasant farmers brought it on themselves.
Someone should tell Ms. Hoyt that this isn't about culture at all.
It's about the economics of blood money.-Gerry
Gentile

the recent confession of Dr. LaVar Withers.
How is it that a doctor who confesses to molesting
his patients for over 30 years is sentenced to only two
months in jail? There were 117 women who accused
this scum bag of molestation, and the youngest of
his victims was only 13. One patient actually
claimed he raped her and his confession is (as

Correction
. Cocoa, coca. Jyl Hoyt's original story was written, as intended, with the proper spelling of
coca. Through a hasty spell
check the word was changed to
"cocoa ". We should have
caught the mistake. We apologize for inadvertently changing
us drug policy and for any
inconvenience to chocolate
lovers.

stated in The Idaho Statesman): "In the effort to
be diligent things were overlooked in terms of
consent and explanations."

I don't call that

much of a confession.
I think he should have been sentenced to
serve one year of prison time for each one
of his victims.
Arbiter ... l'm done bitching ... let me
know if you need any more info from
me.-Renee

White
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01\1 THOUGHTS
No, Bob Dole, I won't respect you -in the morning
Candidate tries new formula to sweeten up the message
Joe Relk
Staff Writer
"At first Beaver Tom was certain that we ought not to
trust them as they looked more and more like the road
agent class, but when he saw the cargo of whiskey they
were getting, he suddenly changes his mind. " -Alldrew
Garcia, from the story "Montana ", 1878

Replace Beaver Tom with the American public, them
with politicians, and whiskey with tax breaks or entitlements, and you've got an accurate description of the current presidential race. Welcome to the never-never-Iand
of campaign year promises.
All the high-minded early campaign rhetoric has
given way-like _a big, pent up political fart-to gimmicky, unrealistic, and reckless promises. President
Clinton offers to give people more government snake
oil, while Citizen Dole is now proposing a 15 percent
tax break for everyone. Either way, they're falling over
each other trying to buy off the electorate with
money they don't have.
This is as much a reflection on our character as
theirs We all nod our heads in disgust and say
"There they go again, with those election year
promises." Yet as we condemn, we listen to the ear
candy the candidates offer-looking
out for Number
One, not the national interest. What noble thought,
what salient issue, goes through the minds of our
enlightened electorate? Perhaps something along the
lines of, "Do I want a bigger check from the government
or a tax break?"
Reagan confirmed our materialistic self-centeredness
when he won with the slogan "Arc you better off than
you were four years ago?" He cut taxes and increased
spending-splendid
governing, if you don't have kids
who will have to pay for trillions of dollars of debt
we've racked up, or the conscience to care.
Like habitual credit card abusers, we live a state of
perpetual denial every four years, when we elect leaders
who promise the impossible, and then criticize them for
failing to deliver Utopia.
This "everybody wins" campaign strategy is old news
for President Clinton, but represents relatively new territory for Bob Dole.
Bob Dole never impressed me much. I always
thought he was a career politician with few original or
inspiring ideas, and even less natural charisma or statesmanship.
But I always admired him for his bland, but gimmickless politics, his adherence to honorable issues like
reducing the debt, and his ability to succeed in politics
despite his awkward, unteIegenic style in a political
world increasingly run by media handlers. Like ugly
musicians who make it big, you knew Bob Dole (the
Lyle Lovett of politics) didn't succeed because of
charisma, flashy smile, or boyish good looks. While politics degenerated into style over substance, medium over
message, Bob Dole was a refreshing course of meat and
potatoes in a political.diet otherwise engulfed by Happy
Meal candidates. Bob Dole seemed like the voice of reason and reality between zealous liberal utopians and
conservative anti-government revolutionaries-a
stubborn refusal to reinvent himself in the caldron of political trends

For those reasons I continued to consider Dole a worthy candidate for president. Heck, I might have even
voted for the big galut!
But Citizen Dole seems to have traded in his integrity
for infamy, his principles for political expediency. His
convention speech decrying his "willingness to stand
fast in hard places" contradicted his actions in the weeks
before the Republican Convention.
Gimmick #1. Deep into panic mode, and trailing
Clinton well into the double digits, Dole needed something quick to turn the campaign around-a gimmick.
So be promised everyone a tax break funded by "cuts in
spending and economic growth," the usual vague means
by which politicians promise tax nirvana during campaign years.
Hmmm, where have we heard this before? Welcome
back Reaganomics. Economists continue to argue
over the relative success of .
Reaganomics, but at
least the cuts

"

"

in the
'80s reflected the ideology of the Gipper.
Dole, a long time deficit hawk, is not a convincing
supply side economist, but neither was Bush, who once
called it "voodoo economics." Both men adopted economic policies from Santa's North Pole Political Think
Tank at the last minute to boost their popularity. States
confidently rattled off how many thousands of dollars
Dole's 15 percent tax break would save them, symbolically placing the smell of fresh dollar bills under the
noses of the electorate.
Dole's new campaign strategy: say "15 percent" 75
times a day. This from a candidate who accused Clinton
of being too materialistic in '92 by making "It's the
economy, stupid" his campaign mantra and also promising a middle class tax break.
Gimmick #2. Since Dole couldn't be a convincing
supply sider he called ex-quarterback, ex-congressman,
ex-presidential candidate Jack Kemp off the bench to
sell his vision to the public.
Kemp is an honorable man, and the best possible
"

cheerleader for Doleonomics, but he has little in common with Dole politically. Not only are they a political
mismatch-disagreeing
on everything from immigration
to affirmative action-they also evidence a personality
mismatch. Kemp is energetic and innovative. Dole is
contemplative and suspicious. These two great tastes
don't taste great together-a match made at campaign
headquarters, not heaven. In the short term Kemp will
attract fiscal conservatives, minorities, women, and football fans to the ticket, but what happens after the election?
Teamwork in a Dole/Kemp White House is a less
likely scenario than Wrestlemania. "Kemp wants a business deduction for hair spray," said Bob Dole in '85.
That same year Kemp said, "In a recent fire, Bob Dole's
library burned down. Both books were lost and he
hadn't even finished coloring one of them." Just a month
and a half ago Kemp lamented that "the Dole campaign
won't even return my calls."
Gimmick #3. The last stage in the transformation of
Dole from honorable political warrior to political sellout came during the Republican lovefest they refer to as
a national convention ("I love you, you love me ..."),
The unthinkable actually happened in San Diego.
Dole went Hollywood-balloons,
fireworks, strained
toothy smiles (perhaps surgically induced), hair spray
and all. Mindless platitudes and base emotional appeals
triumphed over reason and frank discussion-s-the usual
scripted ostentatious display of canned patriotism we've
come to expect from conventions.
Dole couldn't convincingly pull off his acceptance
speech claim to being "the most optimistic man in
America," and he looked pathetic trying. So the
Republicans turned the spotlight to those who can push
mindless adulation for election year gimmickry convincingly: Jack Kemp and Elizabeth Dole.
Elizabeth Dole showed she wasn't just a phony,
. but a hypocritical phony, when she commented that
her speech was "heart felt" and "ad libbed." How
stupid docs she think we arc? Not using a standard
podium speech was innovative, but her oratory
was anything but spontaneous. Her warm and
fuzzy Oprahesque tour of the common people of
Bob Dole's past-from his African-American female
office guard, to a representative of his trust for the (lisabled-was as staged and rehearsed as a Roekettes' routine.
It's apparent Dole wants to be president by any
means necessary, even if that means forgetting who Bob
Dole was. Once the character candidate, Dole has displayed his true motivation: naked political ambition.
But, then again, what would you expect from a candidate who has to schedule in an appointment to talk to his
wife? I shouldn't be surprised, except I thought Dole
was the candidate of no surprises, if nothing else.
"Do no harm, win a state," said a Dole consultant on
the "brilliant" choice of Jack Kemp for VP. The new
improved happy-happy Dole campaign may snag a few
million votes, but he's lost mine. I want my Kansas
grump back.
Geraldine Ferraro did a Pepsi commercial after her
failed run for vice president with Walter Mondale in '94.
Six months ago I wouldn't have fathomed dignified
Dole following in her footsteps, but this is new formula
Dole-sweeter, but with an artificial aftertaste.

'.
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DARTBOARD

Hidden lessons in the courts teach women to be silent
by Kate Bell
Editor in Chief
After denying allegations for a year,
Rexburg physician LaVar Withers admitted in court Sept. 9 that he sexually
molested 117 women patients during a
30~year period. He was threatened with
six new charges, but Withers was allowed
to plea bargain down to just one count of
misdemeanor ballery. He'll serve just two
months in jail and pay a $15,500 fine.
Withers was also sentenced to two years
probation and to perform volunteer work
for 10 hours per week.
Victims who took the stand Sept. 9
described how the doctor fondled their
breasts, groped them and, in the case of
DeAnna Richardson, commilled rape,
according to a story in the Sept. 10 edition
of The Idaho Statesman. One of the victims was just 13 years old at the time of
her molestation.
The judge criticized other doctors and
medical personnel, Jaw enforcement officers, and leaders of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints around the
small, mostly Mormon community of
Rexburg, according to the Statesman
story. But the judge's words and the light
sentence is not justice. Neither was the
ready satisfaction of the Idaho Board of
Medicine when Withers folded his medicallicense in 1995 amid the board's
investigation.
The retired doctor will not be considered a felon or sex offender. It even looks
as though his church brothers arc going to
stand behind him. (A Mormon bishop is
accused of discouraging one of the victims from speaking out-:-probably
because it would soil her marriage value.)
Now, attorneys for former ASBSU

ter.
Vice President Darryl Wright-charged
Greg Bower, prosecuting attorney at
with raping an Idaho State University stuthe Ada County Prosecutor's office, said
dent while she was unconscious duc to
that although a high percentage of rape
alcohol consumption-have
asked that
charges get prosecuted in this county,
the charges be dismissed and a lie detec"It's still a challenge sometimes to get
tor test be admitted into evidence. Wright,
victimsto report." .
28, allegedly raped the 20-year-old
Most occurrences of sexual assault arc
woman on Oct. 15 while attending a studue to date or acquaintance rape. A vicdent leadership conference in Lewiston.
tim's acquaintance with the
Wright's attorneys say evidence preassailant makes it even
sented in the June preliminary hearing
more difficult for them to
docs not prove the woman was
report the crime or talk
unconscious during
about it with friends,
sex,
since the victim and
although
assailant may share a
the hearcommon social circle.
ing's judge,
Dona Wood, crime
Nez Perce
data analyst with the
.County
Idaho State
Magistrate
Criminal
Stephen
Investigation
Calhoun, ruled
Bureau, said of
there was subthe 331 rapes
stantial circumreported in
stantial evidence
Idaho in 1995,
the crime of rape
150 were
was committed
commilled
while the woman
\.. t
by an
was unconscious.
u\"o
.
If Withers was
l1etSo1\'l\ en
acquam~l\t~l\t~\ lfbOUI Worn
tance, 30 by a
handed just two months
~{ThirJd"g
boyfriend or girlfriend, and 19 by
in jail for raping a
a spouse or ex-spouse.
woman and molesting
While Wood had no statistics on how
more than 100 others,
many
victims arc fearful of reporting
imagine what sentence individual rape
rape,
she
docs notice many cases arc
victims might project their assailants
dropped
because
the victims refuse to
would receive.
cooperate
with
police-perhaps
due to the
These decisions arc looked at by
fact
they
know
their
attackers
or
feel the
judges and jurors with considerable
personal trauma of speaking up outweighs
thought because of the impact on defenthe possibility of justice. One hundred of
dants' lives. Too little thought is given to
the 331 cases reported in 1995 were
victims and future victims, who may
cleared because victim refused to cooperchoose to remain silent because they have
ate or there wasn't enough evidence to
reason to believe their pain docs not mat-
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prosecute the case due to untimely reporting, Wood said.
"Women's perceptions of the criminal
justice system clearly influence their willingness to report rape," writes Margaret
Andersen in her book, Thinking About
Womell. "They arc much more likely to
report rape when they sec a high probability of conviction and when the rape fits
prevailing definitions of a 'classic' rape-that is, rape involving use of a weapon,
rape by a stranger, rape in a public place,
or rape with a break into the victim's
home."
But only 100 of the 331 rapes reported
in 1995 fit Anderson's definition of classic rape; the crimes were committed by
strangers.
Anderson writes, "In 1990, the
Uniform Crime Statistics reported
102,555 cases of forcible rape in the
United States .... Because of underreporting, the FBI itself estimates that official
figures represent only one-fourth of the
actual cases of forcible rape in that year."
Anderson writes that date rape is particularly a problem on college campuses.
Surveys of college students find that college men are more likely than college
women to believe that heterosexual relations arc adversarial; men arc also more
likely to blame the victim for rape than
are women.
Conditions will not get better for victims of rape, molestation and sexual
assault as long as attackers' hands are
slapped with ineffectual charges of battery. Women will have no reason to report
rape. Attackers will have no reason to
worry about getting caught.
Wright's jury trial is setfor Oct. 7.
Whatever is decided in Lewiston, I hope
justice will be served for the victim, and
for future victims of rape.
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CMA members arc construction management majors
at BSU. Students attend challenging engineering and

'NEWSBUCKET

construction classes and complete general university
requirements. They also dedicate hours of volunteer
work to the extracurricular club.

Harkness becomes director
Boise State University announced the appointment of
Daniel Harkness, Ph.D., A.C.S.W. as Director of the
School of Social Work.
Harkness earned his undergraduate and MSW

Art Wanted for BSU Student
Union Art Gallery Exhibits
Boise State University's Student Union Gallery is

degrees at the University of Kansas, with concentrations

now accepting submissions for its 1996-97 season.

in clinical practice, and administration and planning.

Anyonefrom

Harkness began the practice of clinical social work in

and alumni can apply to have their work (individual or

1972, and completed his Ph.D. in social work at the

group) displayed in the gallery for about one month.

University of Kansas in 1987. Harkness is certified as a

Financial assistance is available for artists' receptions

Clinical Social Worker in the State of Idaho, and serves
as President of the Idaho Society for Clinical Social

and invitations.
Applicants must turn in a dozen slides of their work

Work. He is a certified site visitor for the Council of

along with a resume, biographical information and an

Social Work Education, and a member of the National

artist's statement. Submissions must be turned in by Oct.

Association of Social Workers.
Harkness joined academe in 1991. He teaches undergraduate courses in research and statistics, and graduate
courses in social work practice, psychopathology,

the community of BSU students, faculty,

. 11. A committee will review and make decisions on all
submissions. Contact Rob Meyer at Student Union
Activities 385-1223.

and

chemical dependency.
As a researcher, Harkness uses client outcomes to
examine the helping proccss used in supervised social
work practice.
When asked about his vision for the school, Dr.
Harkness reflected on the tradition of service inaugurated by his predecessors, and an, outstanding record of faculty teaching and scholarship associated with an emerging research university.
In addition, he emphasized the importance of retention for nontraditional and minority students, building
stability in the wake of dramatic program growth, and
service to Idaho and the Intermountain West.

BSU Construction Management
Association takes second
in nation
For the second consecutive year, the Construction
Management Association (CMA) at Boise State
University has been named the second-place winner of
the Outstanding Student Chapter competition sponsored
by the Associated General Contractors of America.
The BSU CMA was named runner-up in the 1995-96
national competition by the AGC Construction
Education Committee. The honor marks the thirteenth
time in the last 15 years that BSU has been named
among the nation's best students associations in construction management.
Iowa State University took first place for the second

,Multi-cultural author speaks at
Boise State Sept. 17

mid-year meeting in Minneapolis next month.

Sept. 22 at BSU
Boise State University music professor Madeleine
Hsu and her students will perform a special concert,
"Madeleine and Friends," on Sunday, Sept. 22, at 4 p.m.
in the Morrison Center Recital Hall. This concert
replaces the previously scheduled performance by
Mihaly Duffek, which was canceled due to illness.
Performers includeHsu, Robert Hatvani, Andrew
Zador, Anne Nissinen, Anna Kijanowska and Torhild
Fimreite. BSU graduate assistant and violinist James
Greening will also perform. Madeleine and Friends will
play works by Ravel, Bach, Hatvani, Liszt, Scriabine
and Prokofiev.
Admission to the concert is $5 general, $3 for seniors .
and children and no charge to BSU students. Proceeds
from the concert will go toward the Madeleine Hsu and
Del Parkinson Piano Endowment Fund, established in
1990 to raise scholarship funds for BSU piano students.

for scholarships. Donations to the fund may be made at

Student Union Jordan Ballroom. Takaki's lecture

the door, at the reception following the concert, or at the

"Within the Crucible of the Culture Wars" will explore

music department office during business hours.

how racism divides our society, destroys our inner cities
and disrupts American universities.
Takaki holds a Ph.D. in American history from the
University of California, Berkeley. He is the author of

BSU to use new
Waremart parking lot

the critically acclaimedlron Cages, and A Different
Mirror. His Strangers from a Different Shore was

A parking lot on the new downtown Waremart prop-

selected in 1989 by the New York Times Book Review

erty can be used by Boise State University until the store

as one of the year's notable books.

opens, company officials announced September 12.

Takaki, one of the foremost nationally recognized
scholars in the area of multi-cultural studies, has been
credited for re-visioning America's past by including the
perspectives of nationalities previously excluded from

The fenced lot, located between Myrtle and Front
streets, has entrances on both Myrtle and Avenue A.
The lot was available for the first time last Saturday
for the Bronco football game. I! was opened Monday,

the historical canon. The grandson of Japanese immigra- . for usc during the week by BSU students, faculty and
staff. Parking will be free during the week, but there will
tion plantation laborers in Hawaii, Takaki was raised
with Filipino, Portuguese, Chinese, Hawaiian and Puerto
Rican neighbors. As a boy, Takaki wondered how all

be a $3 charge for football games to cover security costs.
"The university needs more parking space and we

these different people came to live on the island of

have an empty lot... I! seems like and ideal win-win situ-

Oahu. After discovering that this question couldn't be

ation for both of us," said Bob Richins, Waremart vice

answered by traditional text books or his teachers,

president.

Takaki began researching our nation's history.
Tickets for Takaki's lecture "Within the Crucible of
the Culture Wars" arc available at the door, free to BSU
students, faculty and staff and $4 for the general public.

The 200-space lot will be used by BSU until the new
Waremart store is built. Construction is expected to
begin next summer.
The lot, located less than half-mile from the campus,
will be served by a shuttle bus before and after football
games. I! will not be on shuttle route during the week.

BSU Student From Boise
Receives Wal-Mart Scholarship
Boise resident Aireus Christensen, a freshman in the

place awards in 1993 and 1994.
The second-place prize includes a $200 cash award

University, has been awarded a three-year,$15,OOO,

ter.

Madeleine and Friends perform

goal of $10,000, the endowment will generate moniess

mechanical engineering program at Boise State

Idaho Branch of the AGC, the group's sponsoring chap-

years for a full-time student.

speak in Boise at 7 p.m. Tuesday, September 17, in the

awards since that time, including two consecutive first-

and a plaque, plus a certificate of appreciation for the

It covers fees, books, and living expenses for up to four

To date, the fund has raised $8,382. When it reaches its

The construction management program first began at
BSU in 1979, and CMA has repeatedly won national

incoming freshmen who have shown outstanding
achievement in both academics and community service.

Author, lecturer, and historian Ronald Takaki will

straight year and the University of Oklahoma placed
third.
CMA members will be honored at the AGC's annual

Wal-Mart scholarships. The scholarship is given to

Wal-Mart Competitive Edge Scholarship.
This is the second year in a row the engineering programs in BSU's College of Technology have awarded

"We appreciate Waremart's assistance. This much
additional parking is especially helpful during a period
when several construction projects are temporarily
obstructing parking spaces," said BSU President Charles
Ruch.
This is the second lot BSU has added this fall. The
university also opened the Health Science Riverside lot
formerly occupied by the ITT Institute and extended
shuttle service when school opened in late August.
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University
braces for
budget cuts

:
I

put«Jte
S~
Retro, Screaming Clothing
GroOvy,

Tuesday - Saturday
11 a.m. - 7 p.m.

by Asencion Ramirez

3017 W. State St.
Just west

"John and Carmine are
gonna' have to change their
majors," said a sophomore on
her way to breakfast, "Their program's gonna' get cut."
Statements like that could be
heard from concerned students
all over campus last week. With
the One Percent Initiative on the
ballot this fall, rallies for financial aid, and an announcement
from the governor's office of
impending budget cuts, students
have a plethora of issues weighing on their minds.
On September 10, Vice
Presidentand Provost Dr. Daryl
Jones issued a memo to staff and'
faculty regarding newly instituted budget measures.
"Continuing reports ofdisappointing State revenues and the
probable announcement of a
budget holdback in the next few
weeks dictate that prudent measures be taken to sequester current funds that may need to be
returned to the State," read the
opening line of the memo.
The letter went on to outline
those measures. First, all
requests for hiring new personnel will be routed to individual
deans and directors before the
recruitment processes can be initiated. They determine if sufficient funds were available.
Secondly, the University will
institute a five percent holdback
of appropriated budgets from all
departments. The Budget Office
has automatically deducted the
amount from departmental
accounts.
Fears of departments being
cut were deemed "premature"
by Dr. Jones. Departments
would definitely be cut if the
One Percent Initiative passes,
but " ... they're two separate
issues," said the provost.
"[These cuts]we can accommodate."
The Executive Budget
Committee will convene and
work out the university's
response should cutbacks be
enacted. This committee is composed of four faculty representatives, the executive officers of
ASBSU, the presidents of the
associations of classified and
professional staff employees, the
three vice presidents of the university, and all budget and institutional directors.
Meanwhile, the entire university awaits word from the governor.
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YOUR UNREAL HORRORSCOPE
Mark David Holladay
Staff Haole-Boy
Our fine boys in blue are being shipped
overseas to the place formerly known as the
Sandwich Islands. A slightly different interpretation of the stars is required for this
occasion. Yep, our football team is flying to
the nation of Hawai'i, our fiftieth state.
They will be playing on island of O'ahu,
known as "the gathering place". It should
not be confused with the other major islands
over therc- Hawai'i, the big island; Maui,
the valley isle; Moloka'i, the friendly isle;
Kaua'i, the garden isle; Ni'ihau, the forbidden isle; Lana'i, formerly the pineapple isle;
and Kaho'olawe, formerly the target isle. It
contains Diamond Head, Pearl Harbor,
Waikiki, 'Iolani Palace, and all of those
T.V. shows which depict bikini-clad crime
in the Aloha Shirt city.
The local culture is quite different in
Hawai'i than the rest of the country. As a
matter of fact, they hate it when people refer
to the CONUS as 'the states.' Locals prefer
'the mainland.'
The political system in the Aloha State is
comprised of two main factions: Hawai'ian
sovereignty groups and a liberal
Democratic-Republican
party. Local news
reports relay information about sovereignity
movements, and the continued decline of
public schools. Obviously, when the surfs
up voter turn-out goes down.
The local culture also enjoys some weird
tastes in food other than sushi. Rice is considered an entire food group; Spam constitutes the food of the gods; and poi derives
from the taro leaf, has the consistency of
elementary school paste, and tastes like a
crushed house plant.
Here are a few more quick facts: Hawaii
was the first state to legalize abortion before
Roe v. Wade. The governor recently asked
Disney Land to build a theme park inside
the Diamond Head crater. They have two
official languages, Hawai'ian and English.
Milk costs $5 a gallon, gas is above $2 per
gallon, and it's around $1000 a month for a
one-bedroom apartment in a high crime
area. No one in Hawai'i calls soft drinks
"pop"; they call it soda. This comes from
the Latin soda pop. Gay marriage rights are

being fought for here. The sand in Waikiki
beach is imported from Australia, the hookers arc imported from everywhere else.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Factoid:
Those "rnahalo" signs you see on garbage
cans in Hawai'i do not mean "garbage",
they mean "rubbish." Those lovable island
residents often refer to them as rubbish
cans. Tell your friends.
Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) The state
motto is Ua mau ke ea 0 ka 'iiina i ka pono
which roughly means "We got shopping
malls", or "The life of the land is perpetuated in righteousness" ... one of those anyway.
The stars want you to find out all 50 state
mottoes this week.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) Here arc
some great places to go in Waiki'k'i- the
Kodak show, Honolulu Zoo, Waiklkl
Aquarium, Dig-me-beach, U.S. Army
Museum of Hawaii, Halekulani's Housewithout-a-key outdoor show, Duke's Canoe
Club, Planet Hollywood, Hard Rock Cafe,
and the catamaran rides on the beach. Avoid
the storm drain system. You could be swept
out to sea!
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) The
Hawaiian Punch guy isn't from Hawai'i.
Check the hair! He's from Jamaica.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) In Idaho
we think of 'Hawaiya' in terms of surf,
beaches, coconuts, hula dancers, Don Ho,
the Brady Bunch vacation, and pineapples.
In Hawai'i they think of Idaho in terms of
potatoes, Mark Furman, Bruce Willis, and
Randy Weaver. Act accordingly.
Aquarius: (Jan. 2Q-Feb. 18) They have
all kinds of neatlerms for things over there
in their Creole language called Pidgin
English.Pakalolo is marijuana, howzit is
hello, aloha is love, puka is hole, da kine is
like Li'dat ,which is an all-purpose word
meaning "like that", "and stuff." Don't try
to imitate the language or the locals will
think you arc a total haole.
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) Da kine
University of Hawai'i's (DUH) football
team's nickname is the Rainbows. At games
the fans yell out, "Go Bows!" When a lot of
fans shout this out itsounds like "Gobos!"
Gobo was the neurotic Fragle on Fraglc
Rock, whose hat was pulled way down over

his eyes. Go figure.
Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr.
19) Although
Waiki'ki' is regarded for its palm trees, sunny
beaches and thong bikinis, it also contains
an abundance of hookers, strip clubs, drug
dealers, gay bars, night clubs, and cheap tshirts. Hawai'i truly is Paradise.
Taurus: (Apr. 2a-May
20). Have you
seen the movie Joe's Apartment? Hawai'i's
cockroaches arc bigger, meaner, faster.
Bring a shotgun.
Gemini: (May 21-June
21) The
Russian military once built a fort in Hawai'i
before being thrown out by the local
monarch. Be polite this week, or you may'
be without a place to sleep.
Cancer: (June 22-July
22) Because
Hawai'i is rabies-free, any pets brought in
must go through a120 day quarintine. Don't
bring your Significant Other on this trip.
Leo: (July 23-Aug.
22) In Hawai'i people usc different terms to give directions.
They refer to stores, buildings, basically any
visible item as landmarks. "Mauka" means
"toward the mountain", "rnakai" translates
as "toward the sea". The stars say to buy a
map.
For entertainment

purposes

only. Please

return your trays to their upright position.

HOW TO SAY IT
The Hawaiian language has eight
consonants (h, k, I, m, n, p, W
and 'okina, which is
represented by an inverted apostrophe; see story), Its five vowels (a, e, i. 0, u) are
pronounced:
a ... like a in above
e ... like e in bet
i ...like y in city

----------o ... like a in sale

u ... like 00 in moon
Therefore, 'Akaka, that famous
waterfall near Hila. is not
pronounced "ay·kay-kay," but
"ah·kah·kah. "
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Feminist Empowerment
seeks ASBSU recognition

'~

by Susan Strader
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The Arbiter needs a
Local Ad Executive!!!

~
There is a new, soon-to-be recognized student organization on
campus. The organization is still writing its constitution and electing
officers, but hopes to become a recognized student club by early
October.
When the word "feminist" gets mentioned, the Women's
Movement and people like Gloria Steinam and Betty Friedman practically always come to mind. To some the word brings forth the
image of an extremist. Feminism, however, represents the advocacy
of equality forwomen, socially, politically and economically.
"Empowerment" is to provide means, implement, make possible, or
educate.
Feminist Empowerment was founded by Angie Elquist, a graduate student pursuing her master's in Women's History. Elquist
attended a convention sponsord by the Feminist Majority last
February. She was became inspired to develop this sort of activist
club on campus of Boise State University. Although the Women's
Center is already available, Elquist felt that a more activist, political
club was needed. Feminist Empowerment is primarily for women
but it is also directed toward anyone interested in supporting equality and those advocating cultural diversity.
The goal of Feminist Empowerment is to educate through leadership and activism. The philosophy of the group is that if women and
minorities gain equality, then the quality of life will improve for all.
The only requirement to join is awillingness to actively push for
equality and diversity. Currently membership includes13 to 20 students, including three or four men. Feminist Empowerment holds
regular meetings on every second Wednesday and Thursday of each
month. Meetings are conducted at 7 p.rn. in the Ah Fong room in
the Sub and open to the general public. For questions or comments
call 386-9487.

~
~

$8 million, which would house offices for Financial Aid,
and Advising as well as related functions. This would

serve to case cramping in the Administration

Building which,

ing at the scams."
The other project is a 450 stall, multi-level parking garage.
costs arc estimated at $7 million. As yet there are no

drawings or locations slated for construction.

Legislature this spring, specific plans can be made. When final
drawings arc finished, President Ruch will ask for funding for the

Completion

~
~
~
~

~

a BSU student.
~

~
~

~
~
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by Peg Richards

impact on the future of our society and the children within the community, they complained they
didn't know about the election, that it took place
the day after Labor Day weekend, that they didn't
have time to vote or didn't know where to vote.
The election was publicized in the Boise School
District's Community Update, which was mailed
to 69,000 homes in the Boise area, in The Idaho
Statesman and on signs displaying candidate's
names. There were more than 30 polling locations,
including one in the Student Union Building.

New school year brings
changes In Internet access

of the buildings.

of the parking garage and Student Services Building

could lie a good "ten years off," according to President Ruch, and
possibly further if appropriation

of planning money is stalled by the

state board, the legislature, or the governor.

was Executone. They offered to provide students

by Kristen Bushman
Special to The Arbiter

If planning money is

approved by the State Board of Education and granted by the State

actual construction

~

~
Must be

according to Dean of Student Services Margie Van Vooren, "is bust-

Construction

~

projects on the Boise State University campus.

One is a student services building, with a total estimated cost of

Registration,

~

I

A random sampling of campus revealed less
than 5 percent of BSU. students went to the polls
Sept. 3 to vote in two new members of the Boise
School Board. Of 90,000 registered voters in
Boise, 8,078 (or 9 percent) turned out to voice
their opinion.
While students agreed the sehool board has an

for new construction

~

~ If you can schmooze over the phone, drop
~ by our plush basement at Michigan Street
~
and University Drive to fill out on
~ application. Or coli 345-8204 and speak
with Matt Pottenger.

by Mick Riffle

of Education this week, contains two requests for planning money

~

~

Students join community in bringing low
turnout to Boise School Board Elections

President Ruch's 1998 budget, which goes before the State Board

~

~

Ruch requests planning
money for 2 structures
Special to The Arbiter

~

Michael Pena, ASBSU senator from the
College of Business and Economics, has been
working on making at-home access to the campus
Internet system easier and more affordable for students ..
Students who have tried to log on from home
arc gelling all too familiar with the busy signal.
The data center has only 30 modems. Last spring
Senators Pena and Jamie Clyde proposed a bill to
increase funding to the Data Center for the purchases of more modems. The motion failed.
Since then, Sen. Pena has been working to find
an inexpensive provider for home access. His find

home access with three e-mail accounts, a home
page, and unlimited time for a fee of $45 for the
initial semester, then $35 for renewed accounts
fall/spring semesters, and $25 during summer sessions. Executone also agreed to donate $2 per new
account and $1 per semester renewal to ASBSU.
Executone did not submit the proposal to the
university last spring because the company felt it
did not meet all the ASBSU requirements.

US

West and Micron did bid even though they did not
meet the specifications either. The Micron bid was
accepted.
.
/
Sen. Pena stated he can no longer continue to
pursue the Executone proposal as an ASBSU senator, because of an exclusivity clause in the
Micron contract that has yet to be signed by the
university.

.

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
ROOM!
LAB
AT·204, 213, 214
Applied Tech.
*B·209
Business

C-114
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FALL 1996 COMPUTER

LAB HOURS
THURSDAY

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Closed

2:30pm - 5:30pm

2:30pm - 5:30pm

2:30pm - 5:30pm

2:30pm - 5:30pm

2:30pm - 5:30pm

See Lab for
Hours orCall
385-1201

See Lab for
Hours orCall
385-1201

See Lab for
Hours orCall
385-1201

See Lab for
Hours orCall
385-1201

See Lab for
Hours or Call
385-1201

See Lab for
Hours or Call
385-1201

Closed

Closed

8:00am

- 7:00pm

Communication

8:00am
4:30pm

- 1:30pm
- 7:00pm

8:00am - 7:00pm

8:00am
4:30pm

• 1:30pm
- 7:00pm

8:00am

See Lab for
Hours orCall
385-1201
Closed

- 4:00pm

E-220, 221, 223,
224,416,419,
421, 525
Education·

See Lab for
Hours

See Lab for
Hours

See Lab for
Hours

See Lab for
Hours

See Lab for
Hours

See Lab for
Hours

See Lab for
Hours

*E-417

9:00 am-t 0:00pm

7:30am - Midnight

7:30am - Midnight

7:30am - Midnight

7:30am - Midnight

7:30am - 8:00pm

9:00am - 7:00pm

8:00am - 5:00pm

8:00am - 5:00pm

8:00am - 5:00pm

8:00am - 5:00pm

Closed

See Lab for
Hours

See Lab for

See Lab for
Hours

See Lab for
Hours

See Lab for

Education
ET-212
Engineer.

Closed

8:00am-5:00pm

Tech.
See Lab for
Hours

See Lab for

Health Science
*LA-204
Liberal Arts

11:00am 9:00pm

7:30am-8:30am
4:30pm-9:00pm

7:30am-9:00am
3:00pm-6:00pm

7:30am-8:30am
4:30pm-9:00pm

7:30am-9:00am
3:00pm-6:00pm

7:30am-8:30am
4:30pm-6:00pm

11:00am 5:00pm

*LA-206

11:00am 9:00pm

7:30am - 8:30am
12:30pm 6:00pm

7:30am - 9:00am
4:30pm - 6:00pm

7:30am - 8:30am
12:30pm 6:00pm

7:30am - 9:00am
4:30pm - 6:00pm

7:30am - 8:30am
12:30pm 6:00pm

11:00am 5:00pm

7:30am·
11:00pm

7:30am 11:COpm

7:30am 11:00pm

7:30am 11:00pm

7:30am - 7:00pm

7:30am - 6:00pm

8:00am -1 0:30am

Closed

SN-149

Liberal Arts

MG-110& 122
Math/Geology
PAAW-125

Hours

Noon-10:00pm

Closed

Public Affairs &
Art West

8:00am-9:30am
3:30pm-5:00pm

8:00am - 9:30am
1:30am • 3:30pm

Hours

8:00am -11 :30am
1:30pm -5:00pm

8:00am-

10:30am

3:30pm - 5:00pm

Hours

12:30pm 5:00pm

AO

4:00pm·
10:00pm

7:30am 10:00pm

7:30am 10:00pm

7:30am 10:00pm

7:30am 10:00pm

7:30am - 4:30pm

Closed

SMITC-106
Simplot/Micron
Ctr

Closed

8:00am - 5:00pm

8:00am - 5:00pm

8:00am - 5:00pm

8:00am - 5:00pm

8:00am - 5:00pm

Closed

TS-219
Technical

Noon- 4:00 pm

9:00am - 9:00pm

9:00am - 9:00pm

9:00am - 9:00pm

9:.00am - 9:00pm

9:00am - 5:00pm

10:00am 4:00pm

Petersen-

Preco

Learning Ctr
Pavilion/South

Services

The BSU Student E-Mail System (Varney) Documentation is available on the World Wide Web. To access
this documentation, students may go to any lab that has Mosaic or Netscape. A one-page Varney (student
e-mail) information sheet explaining student e-mail and application forms are available outside the Data
Center, B-116.
Student fees are paid to provide for Computer Labs, not dial-up access. Students who want dial-up access
from home must pay for this service. Dial-in e-mail and Internet services are provided by Micron Internet
Services through Micron Surf-n-Toss"
and Surf-n-Oash"
program. Both of these programs are available
at the Bookstore. Students who have a Micron Internet Services account do not need a Varney account.
Most labs are equipped with word processing and spread sheet software. Additional types of software are
available at the various computer labs on campus. Internet access is also available at most of the labs. A
complete list of the hardware/software available at each lab can be found in the Student E-Mail System
Documentation.
.
*Laser cards are required to use laser printers in these labs. Students may purchase laser cards at the
following locations for each lab:
B-209 (Business Bldg.)-purchase laser cards in B-117
E-417 (Education Bldg.)-purchase laser cards in B-116
LA-204 and LA-206 (Liberal Arts Bldg.)-purchaselaser
cards in LA-228or from the Lab Monitor on duty.
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BSU amphitheater embodies a wish come true
open-air theater provides a great setting for concerts and
plays.

by Nancy Lull
Special to The Arbiter

Owner of the Boise-based Nelson Construction Co.,

each month from May to September for concerts, church
services and other gatherings. Professors also use the
outdoor playhouse for classes.

Jim Nelson is proud of their contribution to the school.
When Jim Nelson saw the word "amphitheater" on
Boise State University's wish list six years ago, he

"Anybody can schedule the amphitheater," said Dr.

Nelson said in addition to attending activities in it, he

Cook, adding that campus groups receive priority if

occasionally visits the theater-in-the-round just to enjoy

there are conflicting requests. BSU campus organiza-

jumped on it. With a penchant for Greek theater and his

its outdoor setting. "I especially like the way the con-

tions can reserve the amphitheater at no charge, while

construction company behind him, Nelson teamed up

crete has blended in with its surroundings," he said.

off-campus non-profitgroups

with Ron Yanke to complete the outdoor arena within

Although it appears little-used, Dr. James Cook,

three months, in 1990.

chair of BSU's music department, said the facility is

Dubbed the Cenlennial Amphitheater for its comple-

Hl5TORY

campus entities pay $75. Dr. Cook said the fee is used
to clean and maintain the amphitheater.

frequently used for meetings and picnics. Reservation

tion in the year of Idaho's one-hundredth birthday, the

records show the amphitheater is scheduled about twice

IN THE,...lARKING

rent for $50. All other off-

Reservations for the Centennial Amphitheater can be
made by calling the Music Department at 385-1596.

Recycling program
on drawing board
by Amber Cockrum
Special to The Arbiter
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A comedy of lover's games, a cross-dressing woman,

ASBSU senator travels
to national convention
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an intriguing countess, and lots of mischief.
Sept. 19.20 & 21 at 8:00pm.
Idaho Shakespeare Festival ParkCenter Amphitheater
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Tickets available at the door or by calling 336.9221
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Students, facultu or staff with solutions or ideas to offer regarding recycling on campus can contact ASBSU at 385-1440.
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ASBSU Vice President Stuth Adams said an improved recycling
program for BSU is currently being researched, withhclp from
ASBSU President Dan Nabors. Their goal is to implement a plan
that is economical and effective, and will last after they both leave
their current ASBSU positions.
According to Adams, extensive studies are being conducted to
find the best possible recycling solutions, while also generating
funds to cover expenses. A proposal is currently under review to
find out exactly how much it would cost to cover the cosls of an
improved program in collaboration with various recycling centers,
Once this is dete1mined, the students will tackle the problem of finding a way 10 cover those expenses. Raising fees is the last option on
Adams' mind, he says. He is researching other ways to find funds.
The two main targets are aluminum and paper. Currently three
on-campus sites are available for dropping off recycled paper, but
more are being looked at. One possibility would be to sci up bins
around campus, but the bins must conform 10 current fire codes.
Adams feels there is a need to increase aluminum recycling on campus, and decrease the use of plastic and glass.
Other recycling programs are being analyzed on campuses such
as the University of Oregon and, closer to home, the University of
Idaho .

!,J.

~SBSU S~nato.r-a.I.Large
Thomson probably had the mosl
valid reason tor missmg the first week of school. He was in
Chicago, representing Idaho as a delegate to the Democratic
National Convention.
Alo~g with meeting and speaking with his hero, Michael
~ukakls, T!lOmson said the trip contained lots of perks. He look part
III the unarumous vote for Bill Clinton as the Democratic candidate
for president.
"It was important f?r me to show my support for Clinton, because
he has done so much tor education in the past four years," said
Thomson.

Thomson was chosen after sending'ouI400 letters to current delegales explaining his interest. He gave a speech and was elected at
the state caucus. He also attended the slate convention which voted
for members of the Electoral College.
T~om.son rec~ived assistance from Ada County Democrats to pay
for his tnp to Chicago. The group organized a yard sale to cover his
travel expenses. Thomson said his family and fellow Democrats
made the trip possible.
.
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Two dorms await completion
New resident director experiences
chaotic first weeks in Boise

Come see us at the
Student Health Center

Kelly Millington
Staff Writer

It might be a while before life reaches a state of nonnalcy in Driscoll Hall.
The dorm has undergone renovations since Februarysupposed 10 have been finished by Aug. 1.

renovations that were

Justcall x 1459 or 1800 236-5295
"to make an appointment.

Delayed completion dates have meant a strained six weeks for Jon Tucker,
the new Resident Director of
Morrison and Driscoll halls. He's
had to deal with plumbing problems, electrical dilemmas,
conditioning

no air

in residents' suites, and

Monday-Friday: 8am-6pm
Saturday: 1.1.am-2pm

a lack of housing for some students.
A few Driscoll residents had to
move into Chaifcc Hall for about a
week while their rooms in Driscoll
were completed.

TUCKER, KELlY AND MORRISON
. PRESIDENT ClAYTON TAYLOR

Due to problems with the conlractor, the hall is still chaotic. Now,

Services available for all full-fee paying students.
Gynecological services available for part·time students for a fee.

Tueker said, "it's a matter of the lounge, the desk area, the offices, the laundry,
the computer room, and everything else that's not been done."
If Driscoll residents want clean clothes, they have to lug their laundry to
Morrison half. They have 10 pick up at their mail at Morrison. And, to top it
. off, the bugs haven't been worked outofthe

fire alarm system. Tucker said

seven fire alarms went off during a three-day period. One alarm went off at7
o'elock in the morning, "which everyone really loved," Tucker laughed.
Despite the setbacks, Tucker credit'> the resident'> with their patience. To
show his appreciation,

and to "ease the pain of all those lire alarms," he and

his staff threw a pizza party for the student'>.
The resident'> arc patient, but Tucker said that doesn't mean they embrace
the unending renovations.

He said the most common complaint'> begin,

"Well, I know you're trying as hard a'>you can, but.;' At that point, Tucker
explained, trle most he can do is hear out the complaint'>, write them down,
and do his best to solve the problems.
"If I could go out there and hammer nails or lay carpet or put washing
machines in, I would do so ... But I would probably mess things up worse
than they arc!"
And when the constant demand'> start to take their loll on Tucker, he lakes
time out for himself: He's never lived in Boise before and escapes campus
once in a while with friends, many of whom work as residence hall staff.
But when it comes down 10 it, Tucker loves his job. He especially enjoys
the boost'> the resident'> provide such as the thank yous, and the camaraderie of
his staff: He also likes the sizes of Morrison and Driscoll. Both halls house
about SO students, which he said provides a better opportunity

for people to

know one another and build fife-long friendships.
Tucker

W,L,>

an assis'ant resident director at the University of Oregon,

where he and the resident director were in charge ofSOO freshman in JOdorms. TIl at's approximately

the number of students living on campus at

BSU. His position as resident director is a full-time, professional job, but he's
considering taking a class for fun in the near future. Tucker hold'> an undergraduate degree in marketing management,
resources.

and a master's degree in human

Another relatively new staffer is Dana Kelly, the assistant director for business and operations lor Student Rcsidcnial Life. She's held the position since
hL'itFebruary. but accepted it under sad circumstances, In mid-semester,

Kelly

•
•

replaced David Bcarl, who retired for medical reasons and recently passed
away.

• Plenty or memory to run loday's hottest applications'
• Plug & Play into your campus network with a high-speed

Kelly said she entered the job at a time when big projects were underway,
and appreciated the organization

•

of the staff ..

"I didn't have to come in and lake care a whole bunch of stuff that had
piled up," she said. "I'm very impressed with the institution,"
to Boise from Colorado Mountain College,and

housing. She is responsible lor all business aspects of her department.as
as custodial and upkeep staff for the donns.

•

Desktop Systems Include Microsoft·
Keyboard and Microsoft Mouse

in
well

Processor
Hard drfve
MonItor
Prfce
with LAN card

Pentium 100 MHz
1.2GB
14" 113.2- riewabte}
51799
51899"

PentJum 133 MHz

1.6GB

Pentium 166 MHz
2.1GB

15" (13.7" ~_I
52199
52299

52499
52599

15" (13.7" vleWlble)

modem

Natural.

Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun
• Microsoft Office fer Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel,
PowerPolnt. Microsoft Access, Schedule+, E"carta 96 Encyclopedia.
Microsoft Internet Assistants
• Mlcroson Windows 9S with MlcrosoR lnternet Explorer 2.0
• Microsoft Plusl
• Games for Windows 95
• Norton AntMrus and more

Kelly moved

with a long background

Complete multimedia computer customized for students
Campus I.·Statlon· features:
• Powerful Intel· Pentium" processor
-large capacity hard drive

•

Hewlett Packard Color Deskjel available.

•

Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack

Experience Campus Z-Station.
The Bookstore
208-385-4362
http://www.zds.com
education@zds.com
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aen
(children under 12 are free),3853874.

ROSARY at St. Paul's
Catholic Student Center, 11:55
a.m., 1915 University Drive
(across from the Administration
Building), 343-2128.
SIGN LANGUAGE SILENT
LUNCH sponsored by BSU
Student Special Services, noon
to 1:30 .!l.m., SUB Johnson
'
Room. Bring your own lunch!
COMMUNION SERVICE at
St. Paul's Catholic Student
Center, 12:lOp.m., 1915
University Drive (across from
the Administration Building),
343-2128.
SPACE COOKIE (FROM
ATHENS),3 PIECE #347 AND
DlSCORO ARTIST WARMERS at Neurolux, 111 N. 11th
St., $3 cover charge, ages 21 and
over, 343-0886.

Thui'sday,
Sept. 19
ROSARY at St. Paul's
Catholic Student Center, 11:55
a.m., 1915 University Drive
(across from the Administration
Building),343-2128.
COMMUNION SERVICE at
St. Paul's Catholic Student .
Center, 12:lOp.m., 1915
University Drive (across from
the Administration Building),
343-2128.
ASBSU SENATE MEETING
at 4:30 R,.m.in SUB Senate
• Forum, 385-1440, open to the
public.
DJ"nM1ifNeurolux,
111 N.
11th St;3ges 21 and over, free,
343-08156.

SINGER/MULTI-INSTRUMENTALIST CODY WEATHERS (FROM DENVER) at
Flying M ESRresso and Pine
Crafts, 8 to 10:30 p.m.,!.Fifth and
Idaho streets, 345-432u.

Saturday,
Sept. 21
. LOS INSTITUTE SPECTACULAR, tickets are $25 per
person or couple. 344-8549.
ECKANKAR ANCIENT
WISDOM FOR tODAY, part of
the 1996 Idaho Regional
Seminar "Discover Your Secret
Connection With God," presented by The Idaho Satsang .:)ociety
Inc., a chartered affiliate of
Eckankar, 9:30 to 11 a.m., Red
Lion Riverside's North Star
Room, Free to newcomers. 3448137.
DREAMS A TOOL FOR
EVERYDAY LIVING; WHO
AM I 101; WILL THE REAL
YOU STAND UP· LIFE
DIVINE LOVE IN MOTION;
workshops of the 1996 Idaho
Regional Seminar "Discover
Your Secret Connection With
God," presented by The Idaho
Satsang Society Inc., a chartered
affiliate of Eckankar, 1 to 4:30
p,m.hRed Lion Riverside's
Nort Star Room. Register
between 11 a.m, and T p.rn. 3448137.
KIDS' AFRICAN JUBILEE:
A CIRCLE OF FRIENDSHIP
features children's games, stories, arts and crafts, and song and
dance hosted by Dr. Kitucku
from Kenya, sronsored by.
BSU's Studen Programs'Board,
2 to 5 p.m., UniverSity Vill~
Recreation Center, Free to BSU
families. $2 admission for the
general public, 385-3874.

DISCOVER YOUR SECRET
CONNECTION WITH GOD,
part of the 1996 Idaho Regional
Seminar presented by The Idaho
LOS INSTITUTE SPECSatsang Society Inc., a chartered
TACULAR, tickets are $25 per
- affiliate of Eckankar, 7 to 9 p'.m.,
person or couple. 344-8549.
Red Lion Riverside's North Star
Room. Register between 11 a.rn,
LOS INSTITUTE LUNand 1 p.m:344-8137.
CHEON, s,P.9nsored by the LOS
Institute of Religion, Tl :30 a.m.
to 1 R.m;t 1929 University Drive,
- cA~J1~I~~NpJtTr.k~D)
344-H54'J.
AND E'rHEA at Neurolux, 111
N. 11th St., ages 21 and over, $3
FOUR ROOMS (R), a film
cover charge,-:343-0886.
sponsored by BSU's student
Programs Board~ 7 p.m. and 9:30
FOOD FUN & FRIENDS
~m. showings, ;:,pecial Events
PARKING LOT DANCE\ sponCcnter, Tickets are $1 forBSU
sored by St. Paul's Catholic
students, faculty and staff, and
-Studenf Center, 8 p.m'l-,1915
$2 for the general public, 385University Drive, 343- ..d28.
3655.

FRIDAY NIGHT FAMILY
DANCES, sponsored by' BSU's
Student Programs Board, 7:30
p.m. to rnidfiight, tickets are $2

AN EVENING WITH MARVIN GOLDSTEIN, part of the
Performing Arts Center Stage
Series spofisorcd by BSU's
Student Programs Board, 8 p.m.,
Special Events Center, tickets
are $5 students, faculty and staff,
and $10 general public, 3853835.
CLASSICALGUITARIST

a.m., 1915 University Drive
(across from the Administration
Building),343-2128.

MEETING, 4:30p.m:-t SUB
Cataldo Room, 385-4~39.
OJ SEAN at Neurolux, 111
N. 1l th St., ages 21 <tndover,
free, 343-088u.

SIGN LANGUAGE SILENT
LUNCH sponsored by BSU
Student Special Services, noon
to 1:30 p.m., SUB Johnson
Room. Bring your own lunch!

Tuesday,
Sept. 24

OJ TIM at Neurolux, 111 N.
11th St;l ages 21 and over, free,
343~08156.

Friday, Sept. 20,

FRENCH GUITARIST
PERFORMER/COMPOSER
ELISABETH BLiN at Border's
Books, 7to 9 p.m., 1123 N.
Milwaukee St., for info. call
344-5823.

SEAN PATRICK BRESLIN at
Flying M EsRresso and Fine
Crafts, 8 to 10:30 p.m.,!.Fifth and
Idaho streets, 345-432u.

LOS INSTITUTE SPECTACULAR, tickets are $25 per
person or couple. 344-8549.
SUNDA Y MASS at St.
Paul's Catholic Student Center. 7
.m., 1915 University Drive
across from the Administration
~ uilding),343-2128 .
THE KRANTVIN WACKY
WOO SHOW at Neurolux, 111
N. 11th St.h ages 21 and over,
free, 343-0151:ffi.

Il #~£'h e,~

ROSARY at St. Paul's
Catholic Student Center, 11:55
a.rn., 1915 University Drive
(across from the Administration
Building),343-2128.
COMMUNION SERVICE at
St. Paul's Catholic Student
Center, 12:lOp.h1., 1915
University Drive (across from
the Administration Building),
343-2128.
ASBSU SENATE MEETING
at 4:30 J:!.m.in SUB Senate
Forum, 385-1440, open to the
public.
TUESDAY MASS at st.
Paul's Catholic Student Center, 9
.m., 1915 University Drive
across from the Administration
~ uilding),343-2128.

r~":l'a'g

n!~v&~\l,.-l<i;:lt}

Sept. 23
ROSARY at St. Paul's
Catholic Student Center, 11:55
a.m., 1915 University Drive
(across from the Administration
Building),343-2128.
COMMUNION SERVICE at
St. Paul's Catholic Student
Center, 12:10 p.m., 1915
University Drive (across from
the Administration Building),
343-2128.
STUDENT PROGRAMS
BOARD EXECUTIVE BOARD

COMMUNION SERVICE at
St.Paul's Catholic Student
Center, 12:lOp.m., 1915
University Drive (across from
the Administration Building),
343-2128.

JAZZ NIGHT at Neurolux,
111 N. 11th St., ~es 21 and
over, free, 343-0H86.
.
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ROSARY at St. Paul's
Catholic Student Center, 11:55

NEED CHRISTMAS

ENVIRONMENTAL
RESPONSIBILITY AS AN
ISSUE part of the
Disenchanting Discourse Lecture
Series sponsdied by the BSU
Student Programs Board, 2 to 3
p.m'l-,SUB Farnsworth Room,
385--,874, free.
BEST FEST '96 features
food drink, stores, media personalities and live entertainment
from House of Hoi Pollio, Fat
John & The Three Slims,
Solution Brothers and the Idaho
Shakespeare Festival. Join the
winners of Boise Weekly's
Boise's Best Survey as they
gather together to give away
samples of their best products.
Sponsored by US Bank KOFC
Radio, Kinko's, Boise Weekly
and Southwest Airlines. 5 to 10
~m., Boise Centre on-The
Grove, 336-5421 tax-deductible.
tickets are $12.5uA adult, $20
adult couple, $5 children 12 and
under, proceeds benefit the Idaho
March of Dimes and its earnpaign for healthier babies.
LIFTER EL DOPAMINE
AND ACTiON FIGURES at
Neurolux, 111 N. 11th St., ages
21 and over, $3 cover charge,
343-0886.

MONEY?

NEED EXTRA MONEY?

PHONATHON '96 NEEDS YOU!
From Oct. 1-30, students are needed for
BSU's telemarketing team two nights a
week (you pick the nights) from 6-9:30 p.m.
Calling takes place on campus.
Callers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

earn:
$5 per hour
free long distance phone calls
$3 food coupon per shift
bonuses
paid training
marketable
skills
future job references
new friends
prizes

For more infonnation, contact Kim Philipps,
BSU Foundation, Education Building,Room
725 A, or call 385-1326. Don't wait, positions
fill fast.
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Students rally to save financial

'-

we're talking about. Federal aid programs
are
an investment
in our country
and shouldn't
be
cut," said Senator
Murphy.
Fifty percent of BSU's
14,334 students
who
enrolled
during the spring semester
received
some form of financial
aid.
"Being here today is the first step in protecting
our student aid. We must make sure
tliat our congressional
delegation
also makes
this apriority,"
Sen. Nielson
told the crowd
Thursday.
The rally was attended
by approximately
1.50 students,
most agreeing
with the speakers
and cheering
them on.
"I'm a recovering
addict,"
said Gretchen
Kennedy,
ananthropotogy major, when asked
why she was attending
the rally. "I never
preamed
I would be given the opportunity
to
educate
myself."
Kennedy
decorated her t-shirt with slogans
in
support
of her protest.
Earlier
in the week Senators
Nielson
and Thomson
drafted
a
resolution
supporting
the lobbying efforts
of the United States
Students
Association
and Citizen
Action, and opposing
any cuts or
caps to the Direct Loan program.
The resolution
was passed with a
10-0-0 vote.
.
Citizen
Action is "a consumer
and environmental
watchdog
group" as described
by Field
Organizer
David Langhorst.
Their report carries
a list of congressmen
who have taken money
from political
action committees.

Idaho's
co ng r cs s io na l delegation
has made
some enemies
on campus
and they rallied
Thursday,
September
12, in front of the
Business
Building.
ASBSU President
Dan
Nabors and Senators
David Nielson,
Sean
Murphy,
and T.J. Thomson
spoke out against
the records
of Idaho congressman,
all of
whom voted to slash programs
like the Pell
Grant and Direct Lending
Program.
Also present were representatives
from Citizen Action
and Idaho Citizens
Network,
an affiliated
Rroup. Citizen
Action
provided
the media
with copies of its report,
"Big Money on
Campus".
"These are loans. This isn't free money

moto

BY KARA BROWN

aid-

The PACs arc
supported
by
banks and loan
guarantee
agencies which
receive
government subsidies
as
well as interest
from the loans
made to students.
PACs contributed
$1.7 million
to
congressmen,
of
ASBSU PRESIDENT DAN NABORS
which Senator
PIIOTO BY KARA BROWN
Larry Craig took
$3,000 and Representative
Mike Crapo
accepted
$500,
Citizen
Action has worked
in the past on
campaign
finance
laws and health care
reform.
Their aim is to make students
aware
that lenders
encourage
congressmen
to make
cuts to student
assistance
programs.
Their
report also listed numerous
advantages
of the
direct lending
program
as compared
with conventional
lending
institutions.
Among
the
plusses
were flexibility
of loan payments
and
availability
of funds at the beginning
of the
school t cr m . .
"Let's
send a message
to Congress:
Students
first! Not banks!
Education
comes
first, now let's let them know,"
shouted
Senator
Thomson,
who asserted
he could not
afford housing
and tuition
without
aid.
President
Nabors concluded
the rally by
encouraging
students
to register
and vote.
Registration
efforts
by ASBSU have netted
close to a thousand
students.

,
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BSU 1996 Career Fair
These organlzatfon. and mtmy more wAf be theteU
Americorps
801M Cascade CorporatIon
.......... ~o

Bonneville Power Admlnlstretlon

..

....
•

Gonzaga UnIversity School of ltlw
The Idaho Statesman
Idlho State Department of Law EnfOfCement
JR Simplot Companv
Life Care Center of Boise
Micron CMS
Micron Electronics
Micron Technologv, Ino .
Masa Adams
St. Alphonsus Medleel Center
St. Luke's Medical Center

Santa Clara Plastic,

..

Treasure Vaney Subacute Cere & Rehabilitation
US Bancorp

US Bureau of Lend Management
ZlIog; Inc.
~

Register to ,tVlnPrlzesl MiJalJ,lL.C.JJl1Jllll1JU. (donated by Micron Technology), $100
BSU Bookstore Certificate, Portable CD Player, Walkman, & Morel

9':30a m. -3: 30,) _m., ~;lJB .Jordan Ballroom
q

Learn about employers, graduate schools, internships, requirements!
Make contacts, networkl
__

.-.-..~._~.
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BSEED working to better campus and the world
-

by Clint Miller

program

Staff Writer

Future goals of BSEED include recycling center in
every building: a convenient place to drop off paper,
cans, and anything else that can be recycled. At the end
of each day, janitors could gather recyclables. In a sense,
each room would have its own recycling center. Then, at
the end of the week, the bins could be shipped off to
"Recycle Heaven."

BSEED, or Boise State Environmental
Education and
Diversity, was formed this summer by BSU students.
These students have been working hard to create a environmentally friendly campus and to educate the community on environmental
issues.
A major project BSEED has been researching is.
improved recycling on campus. The young group would
like to see Boise State University become a recycling
example for other universities, even our for the city of
Boise as a whole.
"My main reason for being here is to see that a recycling program gets started campus," said Lara Hannon, a
biology major.
"That is what brought most of us together," continued
Dan Skinner, who is currently enrolled in the master's

Clippings
compiled by.-!h~tt Tanner

_._-------._---

Out of Doors Editor

The secret life of salmon

by~~~ic~~~

.._.._. .__.__-- _

clearwater Region
Idaho Department of Fish and Game
In late summer and early fall, Idaho wildlife watchers
have a rare opportunity:
they can glimpse the secret life
of salmon. That's when chinook salmon spawn in tributaries of the Snake and Salmon rivers.
Some of the yard-long, 15-pound-plus
fish pair up
and mate in streams so shallow, their travel-worn backs
often protrude above the surface. The female chinook
Jlips on her side and thrashes the stream bottom with her
tail, until a pocket forms in the gravel. As she lays her
eggs in the nest (called a rcdd), the male fertilizes them
with milt. Then she moves a few feet upstream and beats
thebottorn a second time to Cover the fertilized eggs
with clean gravel, protecting them from prcdators.
Their gruvct-to-gravcl
lifc cycle completed, the adult
salmon die soon afterwards. But their offspring live on
under the gravel, and the following spring emerge from
their rock nursery as tiny fish.
Idaho Department of Fish and Game offers a few tips
to recreationists
who want to observe chinook spawning
activity: I. Do it from a distance (preferably downstream) so you can sec all the behavioral interactions of
the mates without disturbing them. The crystalline water
makes for excellent viewing of this remarkable ritual

in English literature.

Since glass containers are not collected for recycling
by BFI, BSEED would like to see their use suspended
on campus. Another alternative would be for BSU to
recycle its own glass. University officials could set up
collection sites in convenient locations, mainly in the
SUB, the residence halls, in the halls of all buildings,
and in any other high-traffic areas. At the end of the
week, the glass would be collected and shipped off to
American Recycling. Any money earned could be used
for more recycling projects.
In conjunction with the Northern Rockies

from the strcarnbank, Wading is unnecessary and may
scare the fish away. 2. Polarizing sunglasses arc a must
on sunny days to cut surface glare. Ditto for photographers: a polarizing filter can make the difference
between a trophy picture and abstract art.
While the layer of gravel over the nest protects the
salmon eggs from predatory fish and birds, it docs not
secure the eggs from disturbance by humans, pets, or
ATV traffic. Salmon rcdds, which appear as light-colorcd patches of gravel on the stream boll am, should be
avoided.

Fire and storms close
some hunt access
Hunters headed to the back country for elk and deer
hunting will have to cope with road and trail closures, in
some areas, this fall.
Ileavy winter storms arc responsible for extensive
washouts and blowdowns in the spring. Not all affected
trails and roads have been fixed, despite work through
the summer by Forest Service crews.
Fires arc still closing a few roads the week before
most backcountry elk hunts begin. Fire dangcr is unusually high in all Idaho forests because of heavy vegetation
and dry summers; extreme caution is necessary to keep
the forests safe and avoid further closures.
The Bridge wildfire in the Frank Church River of No
Return Wilderness has burned about 16,000 acres, after
starting in the Rock Creek area 24 air miles northwest of
Challis during an August lightning storm. Public access
has been closed in an area surrounding the fire. The closure includes part of the eastern third of Unit 27.
Included in the closure is Sleeping Deer Road at Fly

- Preservation Society, BSEED is planning the Boise Eco
Fair, coming up soon. The event will take place in two
locations. An Earth Healing gathering will take place in •.
the Grace Jordan Ballroom. Educational booths will
teach fair-goers about what is being done to help the
earth, as well as educate them about deadly environmental issues. The keynote speaker at the event will be Don
Wirtshafter, an environmental
lawyer and president of
the Ohio Hempery Company.
The Hemp Festival will take place in Julia Davis
Park. An assortment of performers will take the bandshell stage, while vendors will pedal their goods.
Another project BSEED has been supervising is a
series.of education hikes through the Deadwood area.
The hikes have been going on all summer and will continue until the first snowfall. Those interested in attending the last hike on Sept. 28 should meet at the Latte Da
(13th and Alturas streets in Hyde Park) at 8:45 a.rn, that
day.

Creek.
The closure is affecting current bighorn and mountain
goat hunts and could still be in place when the elk season opens.
Current information is available from the Salmon
Challis National Forest office at 879-2285.
The Nez Perce and Clearwater National Forests are
operating under several closures. Major storms caused
damage to roads and trails. Some roads that arc open arc
reduced to only one lane. Road closures include four on
the Selway Ranger District, one on the Powell Ranger
District, one on the Lochsa Ranger District, two on the
North Fork Ranger District and one on the Palouse
Ranger District.
Crews will work on roads and trails until winter
weather forces them out. Forest officials arc reminding
hunters to come prepared to clear blown-down
trees.
Many routes remain dangerous because of washed-out
bridges and landslides.
Three roads are closed because of fires on the Moose
Creek Ranger District in the Nez Perce Forest. Some
roads will be closed September 15 as a wildlife protection measure.
An Access Guide is available free at Forest Service
offices. Specific current information is available at the
Nez Perce National Forest office in Grangeville,
208983- I {)50 and at the Clearwater Nation Forest in
Orofino, 208-476-4541.
Stock users arc required to usc certified
feed on all forests in Idaho.

weed-free

OOD
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Although the overall steel head run is expected
to be only so-so, early returns of A-run fish over
Lower Granite Dam arc the best since 1985-86.
. Idaho Fish and Game biologists are predicting a
total steel head run this year at a level about the
same as last year's, which was 79,500, and far
higher than the 47,300 of 1994-95. The count was
higher than this year's, however, in 1992-93 and
1989-90.
What is exceptional about this fall is that the
fish are coming in early. More than 12,800 have
been counted crossing Lower Granite Dam to date.
The last time the run'was~arger at this point in the
season was in 1985, when almost 20,000 had
passed the last dam before entering Idaho.
.
Anglers arc already aware of fish swimming in
the rivers, and have been catching steelhead consistently since the season began Sept. 1. Cool
water dumped down the Clearwater River from
Dworshak Reservoir by the US,Army Corps of
Engineers encouraged steel head to leave the lower
river system and enter Idaho. In most years, steelhead are held up in the lower river system by
warm water, and do not enter Idaho rivers until
later in the season.
A-run steel head are the smaller fish that generally spend one year in the ocean before returning
to Idaho. These fish are usually caught in the
Snake and Salmon River drainages.
Larger B-run fish, that have spent at least two
years in the ocean, have not begun to arrive in the
Snake River system yet. In the week beginning
Sept. 2, the run of B-sized fish at Bonneville dam,
the first dam on the steclhead's return up the
Columbia River, was climbed from five percent to
13 percent of all steelhead. Biologists see this as
an indication that Bvrun steel head have begun to
make their fall migration in earnest. Most B-run
steel head return to the Clearwater River.

Mountain biking after
8th Street fi re
by M!c~nRif~~~_p_-----_..
_

Specie to Tile Arbiter

Mountain biking in the Boise area has certainly taken a turn for the worst since the Eighth
Street fire and subsequent trail closures in the
Boise Front. Although trails were initially closed
through a joint decision by Boise City, Ada
County and state and federal officials for initial
damage assessments, they may remain closed for
some time. A source at Boise Parks and
Recreation said first assessments indicate "full
recovery in some areas may take two to five
years."
According to the Bureau of Land
Management, trails remain closed for three reasons. Public safety is an issue. A number of
bridges and trail support timbers burned, leaving
dangerous metal rc-bar, fence posts and spikes.
- Trail markers and signs have also burned, resulting in a maze of unmarked trails. Trails closed
prior to the fire due to access issues and erosion
control efforts will need to he re-marked. The
~emov31 of the ground cover places the hills at a
greater risk of erosion.
For mountain bikers, closure of trails in the
Boise Front can he stifling. Though trails arc still
open around Table Rock and Rocky Canyon
Road, they arc now generally crowded with the

Bismuth Shot Approved for
Waterfowl· Hunting
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has moved
closer to permanent approval of bismuth shot for
hunting waterfowl, a move reflected in Idaho's
waterfowling rules for the coming season.
The Idaho waterfowl hunting rule brochure is
currently at the printer,with delivery to licensed
vendors and Fish and Game offices expected
shortly after Sept. 20.
The new rules permit the use of bismuth shot.
This type of nontoxic slug was first allowed late
last year on a temporary basis.
Bismuth shot, actually an alloy of 97 percent
bismuth and three percent tin, has a specific gravity nearly the same as lead, allowing it to retain
downrange energy practically as well as traditional
. slugs. Studies to date have found no toxicity from
bismuth shot in the environment. Lead has been
banned for waterfowl hunting nationwide because
waterfowl can be fatally poisoned by eating spent
lead pellets.
Until bismuth shot came into the market, no
pellet material other than soft iron shot-eommonIy called steel shot-had been approved for waterfowl hunting. Many waterfowlers object to some
of the characteristics of steel shot. Bismuth shot
was in short supply after it was approved by the
Fish and Wildlife Service last season, and remains
considerably more expensive than steel. However,
it docs provide an ceo-friendly alternative to steel
shot.
Bismuth shot is still available under temporary
Fish and Wildlife Service approval, but the federal
wildlife agency has issued a formal proposal to
grant permanent sanction to bismuth. Public comment on that proposal is invited until Oct. 15.
Since the original temporary approval, the
Bismuth Cartridge Company has completed all
required toxicity studies. No problems were found.

extra load displaced from the popular Eighth
Street area.
Unfortunately, mountain biking for Boise area
residents may have to become more of a destination sport. Putting the bike on top of the car and
driving somewhere to ride may seem considerably more work, but it docs provide the opportunity for some variety.
One positive aspect of the logging industry
that cross-country skiers have been taking advantage of for some time is the building of logging
roads. These loops, originally built to transport
harvested logs, arc now beautiful recreational
opportunities,
Three old logging loops north of Idaho City
on Highway 21 have been developed as the Park
'n' Ski trail system. The loops arc well marked,
and maps arc placed at intervals on the trail system. The Banner Ridge, Gold Fork and Whoop
'01 Up Park 'n' Ski areas offer a number of trails
.of varying difficulty and beg to be explored.
A good resource for additional mountain biking opportunities is Stephen Stu ebner's book,
Mountain Biking in Southwest Idaho, which provides trail descriptions, as well as tips on basic
mountain biking maintenance and safety.
BLM officials have met to decide what
resources would be used to protect the watershed.
Some federal money may be spent on the
foothills recovery, but a fair amount of work may
depend on volunteer efforts. The Idaho
Conservation League and environmental groups
have expressed interest in developing volunteer
teams for restoring the foothills.
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ALLIEDHEALTH

'$\ROFESSIONALS

Plan a future that soars .
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grow
faster-you'll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.
~

In short, you'll gain more of every~hing that matters most to you. Yoo
and the Air Force. Launch now-can
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
I"800-423-USAF
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Idaho Regional ECKANIC<\RS~minar
Saturday, September 21, 1996
Red Lion Riverside - Boise - The North Star Room
Sessions: 9:30-11:00 am (free);
1:00-4:30 pm; 7:00-9:00 prn (donation requested)
For information call 844-8137
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Maggie's Cafe

7:30AM

-6:00PM

• Sizzlin' Grill- Breakfast. burgers and more
, • Healthy Choice Deli - made to order deli sandwiches
• Minh Pagoda - Oriental cuisine
• Arrezzio - Now that's Italian!
• Pizza Hut - Personal pan pizzas
• Changing Scenes - "Build your own bar" choices
~an~~~
.

Brava!

7:00AM - 9:00PM

• Featuring bagels and pastries, sandwiches, fresh
salads, ice cold drinks and ice cream
• Pizza Hut - Personal pan pizzas

Moxie Java

7:00AM.

9:00PM

• Espresso and gourmet coffee

Coming This Fall to the Education BUilding

SUBWAY Sandwich

Shop
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windows revealed rows and
rows of bars that barricaded the
prison cells.
All ,the while, the crowd was
as active as Boise has ever
seen. Young and old alike
swirled in a writhing mass,
with large pockets of intense
moshing. Still, it was only a
hint of things to come.
After a long wait, the crowd
erupted when Rage Against the
Machine made it to the stage.
Opening up with the current single
off Evil Empire, "People of the
Sun," RATM was able to push the
crowd to a frenzy in the span of
one song.
Singer/rapper Zack de la Rocha was positively manic
from the beginning. Flailing,
screaming and jumping, de la
Rocha formed the energetic
focus of the band. With twitching hands and eyes open as wide
as humanly possible, de la
Rocha looked like a madman,·
possessed at that.
Bassist Tim Bob and drummer Brad Wilk held the music
tight, and Tom Morello
unleashed the blazing guitar
fireworks that have elevated him
into the premier rank of rock
guitarists today. He played with
such focus, it was well into the
show before he was jumping and
twirling along with de la Rocha.
Urged on by the funky metal
force of songs like "Killing in
the Name," "Vietnow," "Fistful
of Steel" and "Down Rodeo,"
the action in the pits throughout
RATM's performance was
wicked. Pockets of shirtless

SORTS

Rage incites musical
riot at the Old Pen
Josh Casten
Hootenanny Editor
Anytime Rage Against the Machine perform live,
you will hear radical political sentiment and witness true
fury, both on-stage and in the crowd. Rarely, however,
can yougetto see it in an arena as suitable as the Old
Idaho State Penitentiary. There is probably not another
location in the entire state of Idaho as suitable as the Old
Pen,and the selling lent extra weight to the band's messages. A true marriage of philosophy and historical setting, the concert-with
openers Stanford Prison
Experiment and Girls Vs. Boys-was
Boise's music
event of the year.
Stanford Prison experiment started the show with a
heavy allack, melding the sounds of punk and industrial
rock. Unfortunately, most of the crowd was still outside
the prison walls, murmuring about breaking in. Still,
SPE managed to win some converts.
Girls Vs. Boys, who arc from New York City as they
repeatedly pointed out, unleashed a twin-bass volley, as
the buildings surrounding the prison yard cast menacing
shadows over the audience, most of whom had filed in
by the time they were done. Above and behind the stage,

WEDNESDAY, DAlE THE ARBITER
muscle boys moshed punishingly, while others on the
yard jumped and surged among the clouds of dust.
The action rose to an astounding peak during the climax of "Bulletin Your Head." Under suddenly blinding
lights; even those who had been standing still erupted
clear to the back wall. It was truly a moment to be experienced first-hand. Brilliant light illuminated a mass of
people in a quavering, wild dance, and washed up to the
imposing brick buildings and sandstone walls.
The tightness of the confines even helped atmospherically. From time to time, it seemed as if there really was
a riot going on. With the prison yard at near-max capacity, it did feel like everyone was trapped. But no one
begged to get out.
Rage Against the Machine held the crowd from the
very first moment until the very end. After an intermission, they re-emerged and brought nearly all the middle
fingers in the arena to the sky, with the rebellious chorus
from "Killing !,nthe Name".

RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE

Concert to support endowment
Josh Casten
Hootenanny Editor
The BSU music department recently announced it
has established a fund that will pay for scholarships,
bring world-class musicians to BSU, and help stage

t'

BOISE JAZZ MUSICIAN GENE HARRIS

an annual jazz festival. To help with publicity, internationally-known
jazz musician Gene Harris has lent
Iiis name to the project
A free concert to promote the Gene Harris
Endowment fund will be held in the Morrison Center
Sept 19. Harris will perform with his All-Star Big
Band, with guest clarinetist Phil Bait, who has something to db with our state government.
According to Music Department Chair James
Cook, the Gene Harris Endowment will consist of
invested money, and only the interest and dividends
will be spent to fund the various programs. The
eventual financial goal is two million dollars. The
endowment will support three programs to enhance
the musical atmosphere at BSU.
Planning for the endowment started four years
ago. "It was sort of a dream that Gene [Harris] and I
had," says Cook. "But we had to wait, go with things
as they happened. We had to get the governor's support first, then secure the financial backing to get
Gene and his band here to perform. It just took a real
long time to get the investors involved."
The endowment represents a financial crescendo
for the Music Department. "It will build our scholarship pool, fund performances and add a strong jazz
component to our curriculum, which is minimal
now," says Cook.
The Gene Harris Endowed Musical scholarships
will supply as many as 18 permanent scholarships.
"The focus will be primarily on students that are talented in jazz," says Cook, "but they will most likely
be active in other areas within the music depart-

. ment." The students will perform in the Symphonic
Winds and Jazz Band, and will participate in the
yearly jazz festival..
The annual Gene Harris Jazz Festival at the
Morrison Center will offer clinics and workshops
conducted by major jazz artists. Performances
will
be given by high school and college groups, as well
as professional musicians. In addition, Harris himself will take an all-state group into competition
with other ensemblesthroughout
the West.
The Gene Harris Workshops will enhance the jazz
education music students will receive at BSU. The
year-round series of workshops are designed to
emphasize theory, ear training, improvisation,
chord
arrangement and performance styles. The workshops
will be conducted by nationally-known
jazz educators.
The first priority, says Cook, is funding the annual jazz festival. Already, plans are being made to
secure Harris' performance at the jazz festival as
soon as this spring. Obtaining
money for the scholarships and performances follow in importance.
It may be some time before the endowment is able
to fund all the programs. "I'm looking kind of longterm," says Cook. Full funding "will happen four or
five years down the road."
The expense for the three programs will total
approximately
$95,000 a year. All donations to the
fund are tax deductible, and should be sent to Gene
Harris Endowment, Boise State University
Foundation, 1910 University Drive, Boise Idaho,

83725.
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Travis Tritt and Marqt Stuart
rock the Pavillion
An ARBITER Exclusive

TRAVIS TRITT

MARlY STUART

LORI WHITE

Travis Tritt and Marty Stuart, with Lori White opening, brought the Double Trouble Tour to Boise Thursday night. Tritt and Stuart played together, sharing stories with
the crowd. Tritt and Stuart pumped out a rocking, flashy sound that kept the crowd entertained for more than three hours. Photos by John Tone

R.E.M. recaptures old spirit
Josh Casten
Hootenanny Editor

Nearly seven years ago, R.E.M. embarked on a tour
that significantly changed them. After recording the
'unabashed rock records Life's Rich Pageant, Document
and Green, the subsequent tour was a rollicking affair,
but it left the band burned out and road-weary.
-Thus begat the softer, mellower side of R.E.M. Wait
awhile, they promised. We'll put out a rock record eventually.
Their sorry offering to the rock altar was Monster,
Maybe the kiddies who were new to R.E.M. liked it, but
purists, myself included, were mostly disappointed.
Then they toured again, and apparently learned why
they played rock music in the first place. Their new
release, New Adventures ill Hi-Fi, rocks with the tension that results from combining reckless abandonment
and cerebral restrain.
All over this record, flashes of old R.E.M., when they
really rocked. shine through. "Undertow" reminds one
strongly of "Feeling Gravity's Pull," due to its throbbing
bass line, Peter Buck-supplied
feedback, and lyrical
similarities to the classic track from Fables of the
Reconstruction. "The Wake-Up Bomb," "Binky the
Doormat" and "So Fast, So Numb" rock with the power
and melody of songs like "Get Up" and "Begin the
Begin."
There arc slow moments, too. The haunting leadoff
single "E-bowthe Letter," with singer Michael Stipe's
hero Patti Smith on back-up vocals, and the immaculate

"New Test Leper," hearken back to their darker material
like "King of Birds," "Flowers of Guatemala" and
"World Leader Pretend."
The most striking material, though, is the newersounding music. Peter Buck abandons his jangly style
for "Be Mine," a riff-oriented song that in stretches

sounds much like the Smashing Pumpkins' contribution
to the Singles soundtrack "Drown."
The best song on the album is truly a new adventure
for the band. R.E.M. breaks the seven-minute barrier for
the first time with the epic "Leave." It begins with a
minute-long Neil Young-style acoustic guitar and pump
organ interlude, featuring the main riff of the song. What
follows is six minutes of the best music R.E.M. has ever

produced, period, highlighting big drum work by Bill
Berry and those great backing vocals from bassist Mike
Mills.
As much as this album sounds like older material, it
is only in the sense that they have recaptured their former spirit. They haven't borrowed from their past.
They've merely returned to it, and with a fresh sense of
purpose that comes through with real aggression. It's as
if Out of Time, Automatic for the People and Monster
never happened. That mayor may not be good, depending on how long you've followed the band.
The recent tour that introduced their newer material
still looms large, though. "The Wake-Up Bomb" is a
perfect tale of exhibitionism and narcissism, with lines
like "I get high in my low-ass boot cut jeans/l like being
seen," and "I practice my T. Rex moves and make a
scene," but the truth comes out in the chorus: "I'd rather
be anywhere, doing anything."
The live recording of "Departure" lends another
angle to life on the road. Stipe delivers his lyrics in a
clipped, hyper manner similar to "It's the End of the
World As We Know It (And I Feel Fine)." "Just arrived
Singapore, San Sebastian, it's been a 26- hour trip/Salt
Lake City, coming in spring over the Salt Flats, a hail
storm that brought you back to me" rants Stipe in a confused string-of-consciousnessset
of lyrics that mirror the
rapid and random pace of the road.
This is a lengthy, meaty album. Seven of the 14
songs here clock in at five minutes or longer, and only
three songs arc 3:30 or shorter, with a total running time
of 65 minutes.
R.E.M. have returned to their roots with a vengeance.
Those of you who missed them in their prime, or just
missed the days when they were in their prime, rejoice.
R.E.M. is back with one of the best rock records of the
year.
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Liner notes
Poetry contest offers $48,000 in prizes
The National Library of Poetry, the largest poetry organization in
the world, has announced $48,000 in prizes to be awarded this year
to more than 250 poets in the North America Open Poetry Contest.
The deadline for entries is Sept. 30.· The competition is open to
everyone, with no entrance fee.
Selected poems will be printed in a deluxe hardback anthology.
Poems should be no longer than 20 lines, with the poet's name and
address at the top of the page.
Send only one original poem: on any subject and in any style to
The National Library of Poetry, 1 Poetry Plaza, Suite 1989, Owings
.' Mills, MD, 21117-6282.

Visual Arts Center to host exhibit
The BSU Visual Arts Center will offer six exhibits this fall that
feature faculty, student and children's.artwork, The 1996 faculty
show. underway now, kicks off the season.
More than 120 works are currently on display, including images
by Gary Rosine, art department chair, as well as pieces by four new
graphic design faculty members.
The exhibit will run through Sept 27. Gallery hours are 9 a.rn. to
6 p.m., and admission is free. Gallery One is located on the bottom
floor of the Liberal Arts building. Gallery Two is housed in the
Public Affairs/Liberal Arts West building.

Art events highlight Arts Commission meeting
The Fall meeting of the Idaho Commission on the Arts will be
held Sept 20-21 in Boise in conjunction with a weekend-long celebration of the arts in Boise. The commissioners will meet at the
Esther Simplot Performing Arts Academy, at Myrtle and 9th Streets
on Friday from 10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday until noon. The
meeting will focus on approving the fiscal year grant guidelines and
revisions to the five year plan for the arts in Idaho, as well as funding for arts education.
A number of art events will take place over the weekend as well.
The Governor's Awards in the Arts will be held at the Boise
Cenlre on the Grove. The dinner and ceremony will honor some of
Idaho's best artists, arts educators and art supporters. Phil Ball and
Gene Harris will host the event, which is open to the public, but
reservations should be made with the Idaho Commission on the
Arts.
A two-day conference in Arts Management with workshops on
grant writing, fundraising, recruiting volunteers, marketing and arts
advocacy will be held at the Grove on Sept. 19-21. Keynote speaker
Anthony Radich, is the director of the Western States Arts
Federation. Contact the ICA for more information. (No, not that
ICA.)
Governor's Art award winner and former writer-in-residence
Clay Morgan of McCall will conduct a public reading at Borders
Bookstore at 1123 N. Milwaukee, on Sept. 22 at 12 p.m. Borders
will help support the arts in Idaho by offering 15 perceni of its
weekend proceeds to the ICA.
The Idaho Commission on the Arts sponsors all these events. The
ICA is a state agency dedicated to making the arts available to all
Idahoans.

Nobel Prize winner to address
Amer-Indian issues
Native American storyteller, poet, artist and Pulitzer Prize winner
N. Scoll Momaday will present a lecture titled "A Divine Blindness"
which will address the oral tradition and literature of American
Indian stories on Friday, Sept. 20 at 7 p.m. in the Jordan Ballroom.
Momaday is a professor of English at the University of Arizona.
His 1969 novel "House Made of Dawn" won the Pulitzer Prize for
literature. His other works include five books of poetry, and the novels "The Ancient Child," "The Way to Rainy Mountain" and
"Names."
Momaday contributes regularly to the New York Times Book
Review section, covering native American Subjects. Momaday also
wrote the script for the movie "The Man Who Killed Deer."
Momaday is a member of the Kiowa tribe and grew up in
Oklahoma and New Mexico. He received his master's and Ph. D. at
Stanford University.
Admission is free to the public. In order to guarantee admission,
pick up a ticket at the student information desk.
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Twelfth Night flawed but fun
Flint Weisser
Staff writer

The Idaho Shakespeare Festival's % summer season ends with the play Twelfth Night or What You wt4 directed
by Charles Fee. The play runs through this week, so there's still time to sec it.
Twelfth Night is one ofShakcspeare's middle comedies, written around 1600. The main story concerns a love triangle that begins when the Viola (played by Kathleen Tague) is shipwrecked in the foreign land of lIIyria. To buy herself
some time in order to get her bearings, she disguises herself as a castrated man and calls herself Cesario. She gains
entrance into the Duke of lIIyria's court, is immediately taken into his confidence, and sent to woo for him the hand of
Olivia, a rich countess (played by Kelli Kerslake). Olivia ends up falling in love with Cesario, who is really Viola.
Viola ends up falling in love with the Duke, played by Danan Pere.
And thus the fun begins, especially when you add in the sport, pranks, and mischievous behavior of Olivia's kinsman Sir Toby Belch and his cohorts Maria, Sir Andrew Aguccheck and Fabian. The story is complicated even further
when Viola's twin brother Sebastian shows up only to be mistaken for Cesario.
This production of the play was placed in Spain around the time of the Restoration period. The set, designed by
Gage Williams, contained all the decorations necessary to give it a Mediterranean fccl. Most noticeable was the multicolored, checkerboard wainscoting.
There was only one detail to the set that didn't fit or illuminate the script. The set appeared in a state of decay, the
wainscoting breaking up and falling apart, revealing the plaster beneath, and the walls stained, as ifthey had not been
washed in some time. That seemed atodds with the frolicking good time the characters were having on stage. There is
nothing in the text to suggest the court is falling, failing, or hiding any dark secrets.
The costumes, designed by Star Moxley, captured a Spanish flair. They were bright, and gave the characters a cartoonish feel, which helped bring them to life. The bright colors also made the costumes pop out on stage.
.
Transitions between scenes were beautifully crafted, and added to our understanding of the relationships among the
characters.
Perhaps the only criticism I have of this production involved the principle actors. They were rough, their movements felt forced, and I had to struggle to stay in the action, especially during scenes involving or revolving around the
Duke. The actors weren't really relating with each other or their material. These scenes slowed the action down, and
often forced me out of the play's world.
On the other hand, the job done by the actors playing the clowns was top-notch. They were extremely engaging,
animated, and connected, not only with one another but also to the audience.
Fee's decision to present Sir Andrew Aguecheck as a fop was brilliant. And Tom Willmorth (Aguechcck), did a
terrific job of gelling into the physicality of the character.
Richard Klautsch's portrayal of Sir Toby was well done. His attention to Toby's nuances were greatly appreciated,
as we begin to see him as a complete three-dimensional characler. This succccdcd in endearing us further to the
clowns, because we began to sec more of ourselves in their personalities.
Stitch Marker's Malvolio was also done well. Marker allowed us to see the ridiculousness of his character, but also
managed to get in the darker side with his final speech and exit, which historically has been interpreted as 3 farewell
before Malvolio's Suicide.
This production provides a standard interpretation, so don't expect to sec a new take on the story. Fcc sticks close to
the script and does not burden it with social commentary, not that it would be easily done in Twelfth Night. Although
the principle actors were only average, the clowns are easily worth the price of the ticket. I enjoyed the play, despite the
problems, and encourage you to go sec it, if only for the clowns.

Shakespeare Fesfs BSU connection
Josh Casten
Hootenanny Edftor

DSU PAVILIDN
Sunday September 29 7:30 pm
Tickets priced at $20. & $2B.
All Seats Reserved
Tickets available at Bstr Pavilion Box Ottice
and all Select-A-Seat Outlets
Or charge
by phone at 20B·3B5-1700
r:

Send Mail Orders to:
Pavilion Ticket Ottice
1910 University. Dr.
Boise, m. B3725

Charles Fcc is a busy man lately. As artistic director for the Idaho Shakespeare Festival, Fcc is responsible for planning the season programming, hiring actors and directors, and directing at least one play every year as well.
As the Festival season winds down, Fcc took some time to look back at the past five years of his involvement with
the festival.
The first task Fee must complete is to determine which plays will run in any given season. It is, says Fcc, "3 complicated, head-banging, knock-down, drag-out fight." Every year, the festival puts on at Icast two ofShakcspcarc's comedies, one of the dramas and one other contemporary play somehow related to Shakespeare.
The progression through Shakespeare's canon has been mostly chronological, beginning with the early works.
Another major factor in choosing the program is the supporting company members, especially the directors and actors,
who help determine content by expressing a preference for certain plays over others.
Right now, Fee is busy "putting together teams of people" to determine which plays will be staged next year.
With his responsibilities as a manager and director, Fcc says around this time of the year, his life is not his own.
"But anybody who's running a business has essentially the same problems as mine. That's the price you pay to.work in
the arts, but it's worth it."
In addition to his responsibilities to the Shakespeare Festival, Fee also works as a lecturer in the Theatre Arts department. He teaches three courses a year and is responsible for summer intemships.
"It's great: I get to teach in the school year, and work with them in the summer" Fce says of his students.
The BSU connection goes further-other faculty members are regular contributors. Richard K1autsch is one ofthc
company's lead actors, Anne Klautsch has helped as a voice coach, and Anne Hostee has participated 3 set designer.
But faculty members aren't the only ones gelling involved. Every year, the Shakespeare Fest takes on 610 10 student interns for positions in acting, assistant directing and set construction.
"The Shakespeare Fest has a strong connection to BSU, and it's only getting stronger," says Fcc.
Fee believes 19% has been ''the best season we've had here in five years, artistically, also with the acting ensemble
and set design. It's all been great this year."
For anyone interested in participating as a volunteer or pursuing an entry into theatre arts, Fcc is ready to listen. "We
always need people around here to get involved. In February or March. Write a letter to ourofficcs and let us know you
want to get involved," recommends Fee.
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Broncos lose to Eastern Washington 27-21
by Amy Butler
Last Saturday night the Eastern Washington Eagles
came to play football at the Broncos stadium. But where
were the Broncos? Their bodies and blue uniforms were
there, but their heads were not.
Mistakes both early in the game, and at the very end,
brought
BSU to
defeat.
The first
quarter
opened up
with an
intercepted
pass which
netted
EWU a 40yard touchdown run:
the
Broncos'
first mistake. In the
TONY HILDE PHOTO BY JOHN TONE
last few
minutes of the fourth quarter, the Eagles gained another
28-yard touchdown interception. A fumble shortly after
by Reggie Ethridge, recovered by EWU, brought in the
last mistake which put the game to rest.
"I'm not sure if we overlooked the Eagles, but we did
not give them enough respect," said interim head coach
Tom Mason. "We just weren't ready to play at the first
kickoff."
This was apparent to the 18,595 viewers seated in the
stadium. BSU racked up a total of eight penalties, resulting in a total of 99-yards lost. With the two intercepted
passes, four quarterback sacks, and two fumbles, the
Broncos were obviously not in the game mentally.
However, BSU did enjoy their triumphant moments.
Down 0-14 at the end of the second quarter, Tony Hilde
threw a 47-yard pass to wide receiver Andre Horace, to
bring the Broncos up to 7-14 at half-time.
The loss of wide receiver Greg Thomas, who was
declared ineligible last Thursday, gave Horace the
opportunity 10 show his talents. Horace (with 69 yards)
and Ryan Ikebe (54 yards) pulled in a touchdown each

and led the team in
passing totals.
Jeff Davis also
put his effort into
Saturday's game,
with a total of 266
yards' worth of
punting. Davis was
named Big West
Conference player
of the week after
last week's win
over Portland
State.
Sometimes
JEFF DAVIS PHOTO BY JOHN TONE
half-time pep talks
work, and sometimes they don't. In this case, coach
Mason must have said the right things. A new team
emerged from the locker room in the second half, and
the old Bronco team seemed to be back.
"I just told them that we were now a Division I team,
but we weren't
playing like one,"
said Mason.
With three minutes left in the third
quarter, BSU
gained 56-yards in
8 plays, resulting in
a 13-yard touchdown pass from
Hilde to Ikebe.
Then, shortly after,
cornerback Walter
Reed snagged an
interception and
scampered 50yards for another
touchdown, to
bring the score to a

could still come back.
"Even when they intercepted it, I still thought we
would win the game," said Mason.''Then we fumbled
the ball."
It was a humbling loss for the Broncos, who had
come into the game with a 11-4 advantage.
The Broncos head to the tropical paradise of Hawaii
this weekend. But a couple of rough days of practice
will preface this sunny trip.
From a coaching perspective, Mason will work on the
fundamentals. "We need to simplify things. We're making it too complicated for the younger players and need
to go back to the basics," said Mason.
From the players' standpoint, the focus will be on
mental toughness. "We've got to dig deep and look at
ourselves in the mirror. As a young team we need to find
something to motivate us," said Butler.
Hawaii represents a challenge for the Broncos, but
the islanders are also coming off losing weekend. After
losing 0-66 to Wyoming, Hawaii is in the same leaky
boat as BSU.
Aloha, Broncos.

ANDRE HORACEFOR THETOUCH DOWN

21-21 tie.
"We thought we
had the game won,"
said center Ted
Butler. "You could feel (the excitement) in the huddle."
Life was looking up for BSU and the team seemed on
the road to victory. Although EWU scored their second
touchdown interception with 4:52 left in the game, BSU

PHOTO BY JOHN TONE

KEVIN CHILES AND BRIAN STEGER SCRAMBLE AffiR BALL
PHOTO BY JOHN TONE

Broncos men's cross country team opens season with victory
by Jill Winje
Sports Writer
After a steady three-year climb up to winning status,
the Boise State cross country team started their season
off on the right foot.
The Broncos traveled to Moscow last weekend to
compete in the University of Idaho Invitational Cross
Country Meet. The Broncos' men's team took first place
and the women's team finished second.
The Broncos dominated the men's four mile run.
Four out of the top five finishers were Broncos. Cormac
Smith, who qualified for the NCAA Outdoor Track

Championship in the 5,000 meter last year, took the race
with a time of 19:37. Auburn University transfer Jerry
Ziak followed him for a third place finish in19:52.
Two-time NCAA cross country qualifier Jose Uribe,
followed Ziak for fourth place (19:57), and behind him
senior Josh Danielson finished in fifth place (20:15).
The women's team placed in three of the top five
spots in the 2.5 mile run. Last year's Big Sky individual
champion Niamh Beirne finished first with a time of
14:37. Senior Brenda Funk came in second at14:53.
Funk reigns as indoor school record holder for the 800
meters. Sophomore Judy Barreto finished fifthin15:07.
Maria Gardner (13th) and grin O'Brien (17th) were
Boise State's other two scorers.

".0

Head coach Mike Dilley feels that both the men's and
the women's team will be outstanding this year, and
looks forward to great success this season. He feels
optimistic about the 1996 season and believes the
Broncos can become the best cross country team BSU
has ever seen.
"Both the men and women's teams look very strong
this year," said Dilley. "The men have experiencewith
Urabay, Smith and Danielson returning this season. The
women's team has quite a few newcomers, but all of the
runners arc still very experienced. I think we have a terrifie chance of bringing a lot of runners to the NCAA
Championships."
The Broncos' next meet is October 5, in Seattle, WA.
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CiregThomas ruled
inel'igible
by Amy Butler
In every system lies those few individuals who slip through the
cracks. This was not the case with senior wide receiver, Greg
Thomas.
Thomas began his football career at Boise State in the fall of
1995. Enrolled as a full-time student, he played the1995 season and
started this year as one of the leading wide receivers.
In the 1995. season, Thomas caught 12 passes for 222 yards. In
last week's defeat over Portland State, he brought in 151 passing
yards and one touchdown. He further established the school record
for the longest reception ever received (86 yards) that did not result
in a score. It looked like the beginning of an impressive senior year
for Thomas, but resulted in a abrupt ending.
The Boise State athletic department announced last Thursday that
Greg Thomas is ineligible to play football because his five-year eligibility clock has ticked to its end.
Thomas did not disclose to BSU officials that he had attended
junior college at Mt. San Antonio in California in the fall of 1990 as
a full-time student. He later enrolled in Victory Valley Community
College as a full-time student and played football in 1991.
What BSU official did know was that Thomas played football at
San Jose City College in 1993 and 1994. Thomas failed to acknowledge his previous schooling history on two separate athletic eligibility forms he submitted to BSU.
According to NCAA rules, a student athlete's eligibility clock
starts the moment they enroll full-time in a junior or senior college
The athlete then has five years to complete their alloted four-year
athletic eligibility.
If Thomas was enrolled at Mt.San Antonio Junior College in
1990, he was ineligible to play intercollegiate football after the 1994
season.
The coaching staff and BSU officials were unaware of the situation until they received a phone call early last week. The source of
the call was unidentified.
"This is a rare incident. Usually there is a paper trail that leads us
to previous junior colleges attended," said Dr. Marcia WicklowHoward, the BSU NCAA faculty representitive. "Unless Boise State
wants to hire a lot of private investigators to screen every athlete on
campus, we will run across these problems every now and then."
Even though he is no longer on the football team, Thomas'
record-setting pass reception remains on official BSU school
records.
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Getting
Organized
Meetings

Putting their loss at the Holiday Inn Classic behind them, the
BSU volleyball traveled to the Kansas State tournament last weekend. After winning two matches on Friday, BSU lost their two
matches on Saturday and finished third place overall.
The netters' first defeat on Friday was over Eastern Michigan, 31. Cyndi Neece pounded in 20 kills. Robin Phipps followed "'ith14
kills and 18 digs.
BSU's next opponent was Missouri-Kansas City. This match was
a clean 3-0 sweep for the Broncos. Julie Kaulius spiked in 11 kills
and 8 digs, while Phipps totaled 9 kills.
Saturday the Broncos were first defeated by South Carolina, 3-2
(4-15,10-15,15-9,15-12,15-7).
Neece, with 16, and Phipps, with
11, lead the team in kills. Becky Chilton had 6 blocks and Becky
Meek had 5 blocks.
Their last match resulted in the final loss. The Broncos were
defeated by Kansas State 3-0 (15-9, 15-5, 15-1). Neece had 9 kills
for this game.
TheBroncos record for the tournamentwas 2-2. Robin Phipps
was named to the all-tournament tcam and the teams record for this
year is 4-7.
The team plays next weekend at Idaho State.
"

.
~,

Monday,
September
at3:1Spm
orS:1Spm

Attendance at a Getting Organized
Meeting by at least Qne Qrocer nom
each ASBSU recQgnlzed stUdent
QrganlzatlQn b required te maintain
Qlllclal recQgnnlon status as a BSU
Qrganlzatlon. AdvbQrs are strQngly
encouraged te oIIend.
All meetings are located
Forum. Student Union.

In the Senate

The same Information will be presented
at each meeting. Please pick one
session to attend.

For more Information call the
student Activities Office at 385-
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Coach Patton .can't
lose this one
By Jill Winje
Last Thursday evening the Idaho Sneakers and the BSU All-Star
Team squared off at Hawks Memorial Stadium for an exhibition
match. BStJ assistant coach Rob Pearson took control of BSU's AIIStar Team, while Greg Pallon sat on the opposing side. Even though
Pallon had to chose which team to represent, he expressed pride in
all the players.
"Tonight, I can't lose," said Patton with a smile.
In the men's singles division, Broncos'player
David Dalgaard

was defeated by Sneakers' Biell Hansen-Dent, 1-6.
The women's doubles match intensified when Manon Buskens
and Kim Vocker made Sneakers' top duo, Amy Fraizer and Jane
Chi, struggle for the 5-6 win. Fraizer went on to defeat Broncos' top
tennis player Gayleen McManus in a straight set (6-0) in the
women's singles.
The men's doubles division ended the match. BSU's Ernesto
Diaz and Ryan Thompson could not ward off the Sneakers' twin
power of Jon Leach and Brell Hansen-Dent, who won this set 3-6.
The final match score was 9-24 in favor of the Idaho Sneakers
over Boise State.

Intramurals Results

o

Flag Football Results:

Men's A -Walk-ons def. GoNads, 38-29; Chris T's Team def. LaRavia, 30-20.
Men's B - The Wrestlers def. The Sparkies 48-14.
Men;s B/C - Nameless def. Hoops, 34-14; Sack def. Rappers, 36-14.
Mixed League - BSU Bombers def. Mystery Team, 30-14.

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME

Sand Volleyball Results:
~.

processing
mail for
national company! Free
supplies, postage I No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genuihe
opportunitylRushSAS.E.:

V M C, SUITE 174
Co-Ree A - Hawaiian Strength def. Driscoll, forfeit; Carey Luchich's Team def Leesa Cooper's Team, forfeit.
Co-Ree B-3

e

1861 N.FEDERAL HNY
HOLLYWOOD,FL 33020

Men and a Ladie def. Brewers, 2-1; BSU Bombers def. Sand Devils, 2-0.

Softball Tournament Results:
PHAT def. a combined team of Hooters and BSU Bombers.

RESEARCH REPORTS
Largest Ubrary oIlnlormation in U.S,
19,278 TOPICS· ALL SUBJECTS
Order catalog Today With Visa I MC or COO

~800·351·0222
B!WF'
or (310) 477·8226

* An

Or, rush $2.0010: ResearchAssIslanc:e

Intramural Golf Tournament is being held at Quail Hollow Monday Sept. 23. Cost is $20, which includes18-

holes of golf and cart rental. Sign-up in the Recreation Office, Pavilion #1510. Entry closes on Sept. 18.

..

11322 Idaho Ave" #3li-RR,

los Angeles, CA 90025
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Employment
Philadelphia;
Music Conference
SHOWCASINq
BANDS WANTED
Big music industry presence - Oct. 30 Nov.,Z. For shot£.ase application: 215426"4109
or Info @gopmc.com.
HURRY!
DAYTIME
SHOWCAsES
AVAILABLE.
TROPICAL
RESORTS
HIRING Students needed! Entry-level & career
positions
available
worldwide.
Call
Resort Employment
Services
(206)
971-3600 ext. R59032
CRUISE
SHIPS HIRING
- Earn
up to $2,000+/month.
World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No exp
necessary.
For info call 1-206-9713550 ext. C59034
JOIN
THE
SHOPKO
TEAM.
Shopko is now hiring stocking
team
associates
for the Broadway
and
Fairview Stores to unload trucks and
stock shelves
-Must be available
to
work 5am-9am or 5am-lOam, 3-5 days
per week
or 6 days per week
Must be able to lift 25-35 Ibs. on a
repetitive basis. Pleas apply by filling
out an application
at our service desk
at either store.
Interviews
will be
scheduled.
EOE

prr

Frr.

ATTENTION
ALL STUDENTS!
Over $6 billion in public and private
sector grants & scholarships
is now
available. All students are eligible. Let
us help. For more info call: 1-800-2636495 ext. F59032
ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT
Students
Needed!
Fishing Industry.
Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month;
Room and Board! Transportation!
Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call (206) 971-3510 ext F65981

Classifieds
Hours are flexible.
Willing to work
with school
schedules.
Apply
at
Busters 1326 Broadway.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT - Earn up to $25-$45/hour
teaching basic conversational
English
in Japan, Taiwan,
or S. Korea. No
teaching
background
or Asian languages required.
For more info call:
(206) 971-3570 ext. J59034

Fund Raising

AEROTEK
TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES
- Is looking for
entry level RF engineer.
Candidate
must have electrical engineering back
ground (student or recent grad). Will
be assisting RF engineer in design of
cellular sites in Boise and surrounding
areas. Intrust in wireless comm. a plus.
Salary is negotiable. Please call Joe or
Jason at 1 800210 9106.

FUND-RAISERMotivated groups
needed
to earn $500=
promoting
AT&T, Discover, gas and retail cards.
Since 1969, we've helped thousands of
groups raise the money they need. Call
Gina at (800) 592-2121 ext. 110. Free
CD to qualified callers.
FAST FUND·RAISER
- Raise
$500 in 5 Days - Greeks,
Groups,
Clubs, Motivated
individuals.
Fast,
Easy - No Financial Obligation. (800)
862 - 1982 ext. 33.

LOOKING
FOR - Sports minded,
competitive,
motivated students. Low
on cash? Will work around school
schedule. Call for appointment
- 3220814.

FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1,000 - Credit
card fundraiser for fraternities, sororities, & groups. Any campus organization can raise up to $1,000 by earning a
whopping $5/VISA application. Call 1800 - 932 - 0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive FREE T-SHIRT.

EARN· $500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes
at home. Send long
SASE to: Country Living Shoppers,
Dept. A8, P.O. Box 1797, Denham
Springs, LA 70227.
COFFEE HOUSE - Part time/ long
tcrm employees.
Week nights/Week
ends. So-Ho Caffee 6932 W. State St.
Or 800 W. Idaho #114. Resume W/Ref.
No Phone Calls.

Housing

mellow earth
422-9257 ask

,

I

I

I

Merchandise
FOR SALE - Aerobics step bench.
Good condition. Call Dana (leave message) 376-3003.
FOR SALE - 1988 Blue 4/Door
Chevy Corsica.
Excellent
condition.
New tires, A/C, AM/FM radio. Great
buy for student.
$2999 Please call
Erica or David at 388 - 4662.
FOR SALE - Adorable Pier 1 style
rattan dinette set. Call 388 - 1658.
WANTED - 14-foot Hobie Cat. Call
Jonathon at 345-8204 or 344-2780.

Grants
ATTENTION
ALL STUDENTS
Grants & scholarships
available from
sponsors!!! No repayment, Ever!!! $$$
Cash for college $$$ For Info. :
1-800-243-2435
To respond to an item in the "I Saw
You ... " section, call The Arbiter (3458204) and ask for Scan.

Congratulations

ROOMMATE
- Apartment
complex where there many windows many
floors connected by way-word stairs.
Including a variety of entertainment;
laundry, swimming
pool, pool table,
fitness room. The off-beat,
eclectic,

NEED EXTRA CASH? - Now hiring energetic people for serving positions, also hiring for kitchen positions.
Both positions
FT/PT day or night.

occupant. A whimsical,
child. Close to school.
for TJ.

The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega
would like to congratulate
our fall
1996 new member class! You guys are
the best!
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Hey"you've'got insurance if Johnny
crashes your car. But what if he
crashes your hard drive? Better
hope you've got Ditto tape backup.
As you know, accidents can happen.
• 'Installs in 5 minutes
• l-step Backup software makes
backup as easy as a point & a click
• Customized routines to back up
'IOOlega
while you work
The Ditto family has a drive capacity for even'

CHECK OUT this new

Jaz Drive
from Iomega. It's a portable drive
with removable 1GB cartridges.
And it runs faster than most hard
drives. Just conned it to your PC or
Mac and you're jammin! And with
its dark green color, hey,

THE CATIS GOT STYLE.

Affordable Storage for All Your FILES!

A cool

$489°°
$389°°
for the internal drive

The Ditto Easy

Zip Drive

,.~

• 100MB

per disk

'

3.. drives ill one!

• Fast and easy

THIS AFFORDABLE

$29°°

Ditto Tape 800

• Portable

removoble cartridge

free Zip Tools software to arganize

IT'S

drive includes
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port. Perfect for laptop users or travelers.
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8JC-210 Incredible Color
Awesome color that won't break the budget at 360
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Includes Microsoft Office Professioncl, Encarta and
Norton Anti-Virus. A retail value of over $500

x 360 dpi. Includes the Canon Creative CD·ROM.
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Intel Pentium 133MHz
16MB RAM w/256 Cache
1M B Video RAM 64 Bit
1.6GB Hard Disk Drive
1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive
28.8 BPS Data/Fax Modem
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~ • Intel Pentium 200M Hz
1 • 16MB RAM w/256 Cache
1MB Video RAM 64 Bit
j • 2.1GB Hard Disk Drive
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$2199°°

$1799°°
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P200

• 8X CD-ROM Drive
• 15" SVGA Color Monitor
• Microsoft Productivity Software
Bundle

• 8X CD·ROM Drive
• 14" SVGA Color Monitor
• Microsoft Productivity Software
Bundle,
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CAMPUS 'Z-STATION

P133.·

Intel Penhum 100MHz
16MB RAM w/256 Cache
1MB Video RAM 64 Bit
1.2 MB Hard Disk Drive
1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive
28.8 BPS Data/Fax Modem

'..

i

'CAMPUS Z.-STATION.

.PIOO. .:

Professionol quolity printing at 720 x 360 dpi for

", ...

-Pre-approuals take about 5minutes
~..
-Loans are processed within 24 hours
I '__. __
,.___
• Easy! Call 1-800-811-3452
.
,~~::[~~
• The p~rfect Stu.dent So~ution for Windows/lfs~~

$149°°

vibrant colors and bold blacks. Includes the Canon

..:-:..
••••

"..

ditto

$130°°

Mail-in Rebate

~A~O~d~I~LHFLN
G!

Outstanding Office Quality
~. Performance

'~'

~,

~Jir;.IxJ::tr
l
ia
Z-STATION

CAMPUS

..

$229°°

T HE
PC:'

What~ in a

,-

8JC-4100

~

HARD DRIVE.

...--'--'-"-' --- _ ~
..

I

After 15000 Mail-in Rebate (Rebate a((er expires 9/30/96)

.

----

~.

$129°°

Canon

\ .~~ \

' ••"\.'"

and big enough to

and projects .
f

they're removable, you can
share them, mail them, collect
a whole pile of them, and never run aut of storage.

IT'S THE UNLIMITED

applications

C E FOR
All
ON YOUR

f~.~\

and manage your

parallel

$35°°

Ditto Tape 3200

I H SU RAN

files. Zip is easy to use and hook up to a SCSI or

Whopping 1GB cartridges
for as low as 199. And since

$1'8' 900
,
.
3200 $299°°

the most accident prone:
Comprehensive Ditto Easy 800

~ • 1.44MB

i ·28.8

Floppy Disk Drive

BPS Data/Fax Modem
1 • 8X CD-ROM Drive
15" SVGA Color Monitor
Microsoft Productivity Software

i•
i•

I

B""d~259900

Creative CD-ROM.

-e>'

r----------------------~~--'~--,
r--~--------------------------,
lFiE BCOKsrORE
•. • .
e ,.t I. ••• .
1

1

.

I)

-'

.

..

..' :.....(.,,
•

;;.1.:(.'

1

Juu

Boise State University

: lO-pack
1

GENERIC DISKS

1

• 3 '12" Formatted Mac/Dos

1
I
1

..),··f
,

or Unformatted
Reg. 1299 box

wit" coupon

r,

{.:' '1
1
L

Limit one 1Opcck

$199

per coupon

. O((er expires September 25, 1996

......

.'.

'"

..

:

.._._/;;;£;.;:- .-----. -_::...-----_._-_.

.'

,.'

"lHE BCX)K5r()RE·
!IItJ

Boise StateUniverslty'
,
~
~~--~

Limit three 12-packs per coupon

L,

~

Offer expires September 25, 1996

•••
~_~~

~••

-•

~

